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INFRASTRUCTURE & REGULATORY COMMITTEE
Membership:

8

Meeting Cycle:

Meets on an eight weekly basis, as required or
at the requisition of the Chair

Quorum:

Half of the members

Membership RMA Hearings:

An independent Commissioner plus a minimum of either 3 or 4
elected members (including the Chair) and alternates who have
current certification under the Making Good Decisions Training,
Assessment and Certification Programme for RMA DecisionMakers.

Reports to:

Council

OVERVIEW:
This is an operationally focused committee, overseeing Council’s above and below ground core
infrastructure needs, and core regulatory functions.
The Committee is aligned with the Economy & Development, and Environment &
Sustainability, Directorates.
Its areas of focus are:
▪

Three waters infrastructure

▪

Roading/transport

▪

Infrastructure strategy

▪

Integrated transport strategy

▪

Wharves

▪

Environmental consents

▪

Regulatory functions including enforcement

PURPOSE:
To deliver quality infrastructure to support healthy and sustainable living, providing
efficient and safe transport options, and promoting the city’s prosperity.
To consider matters relating to the regulatory and quasi-judicial responsibilities of the
Council under Council’s bylaws and relevant legislation including the following:
▪ Building Act 2004
▪ Dog Control Act 1996
▪ Fencing of Swimming Pools Act 1987

▪ Local Government Act 1974
▪ Local Government Act 2002
▪ Public Works Act 1981
▪ Reserves Act 1977
▪ Resource Management Act 1991
▪ Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

DELEGATIONS FOR THE COMMITTEE’S AREAS OF FOCUS:
▪

All powers necessary to perform the Committee’s responsibilities including the
activities outlined below.

▪

Develop required strategies and policies. Recommend draft and final versions to Council for
adoption where they have a city-wide or strategic focus.

▪

Implement, monitor and review strategies and policies.

▪

Oversee the implementation of major projects provided for in the LTP or Annual Plan.

▪

Oversee budgetary decisions provided for in the LTP or Annual Plan.

▪

Oversee the development and implementation of plans and functions that promote economic
wellbeing.

▪

Maintain an overview of work programmes carried out by the Council’s Economy &
Development Directorate.

▪

Undertake the administration of all statutory functions, powers and duties other than those
specifically delegated to any other committee or subcommittee, or retained by Council.

▪

Conduct any consultation processes required on infrastructure issues before the Committee.

▪

Approval and forwarding of submissions.

▪

Any other matters delegated to the Committee by Council in accordance with approved
policies and bylaws.

▪

The committee has the powers to perform the responsibilities of another committee where it
is necessary to make a decision prior to the next meeting of that other committee. When
exercised, the report/minutes of the meeting require a resolution noting that the committee
has performed the responsibilities of another committee and the reason/s.

▪

If a policy or project relates primarily to the responsibilities of the Infrastructure & Regulatory
Committee, but aspects require additional decisions by the Communities Committee and/or
Climate Change & Sustainability Committee, then the Infrastructure & Regulatory Committee
has the powers to make associated decisions on behalf of those other committees. For the
avoidance of doubt, this means that matters do not need to be taken to more than one of
those committees for decisions.

Additional Infrastructure Delegations:
▪ Determine roading issues considered by the Mayor and Chief Executive to be strategic
due to their significance on a city-wide basis, including links to the State Highway, or
where their effects cross ward or community boundaries.

▪ Hear objections to specified traffic matters where the community board wishes to take an
advocacy role.
▪ Make decisions under Clause 11(e) of the Tenth Schedule of the Local Government Act
1974 and the Transport (Vehicular Traffic Road Closure) Regulations 1965 in respect of
temporary road closures, including making decisions on any ancillary matters including,
without limitation, approval of temporary “No Stopping” restrictions under Hutt City
Council Traffic Bylaw 2017.

▪ Undertake hearings on road stopping under the Local Government Act 1974.
▪ Make recommendations to Council whether to proceed with a road stopping and the
disposal of stopped road, including (where the proposal includes or involves a
related acquisition, disposal or land exchange) a recommendation to Council on the
acquisition, disposal or exchange.
▪ Consider and recommend to Council any request to the Crown that a road is
stopped under section 116 of the Public Works Act 1981, and the disposal of the
stopped road.
▪ Make any resolution required under section 319A of the Local Government Act 1974
regarding the naming of new roads and alterations to street names (other than those
in the Harbour and Wainuiomata Wards, which are delegated to the community
boards in those areas).
Additional Regulatory Delegations:

▪ Develop any regulations required to achieve Council’s objectives.
▪ Approve Council’s list of hearings commissioners under the Resource Management
Act 1991, including councillors sitting as hearings commissioners and independent
commissioners.
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▪ Conduct statutory hearings on regulatory matters and make decisions on those hearings ,
excluding those conducted under the Resource Management Act 1991, which are delegated
to the Hearings Subcommittee and District Plan Hearings Subcommittee.
▪ Authorise the submission of appeals to the Environment Court on behalf of Council.

▪ Make decisions on applications required under the Development Contributions
Policy for remissions, postponements, reconsiderations and objections.
▪ Recommend to Council the list of members approved to be members of the District Licensing
Committee under section 192 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012.
Delegations to make Appointments:
▪ The Chair of the Infrastructure & Regulatory Committee, in conjunction with the Chief
Executive, is authorised to appoint a subcommittee of suitably qualified persons to
conduct hearings on behalf of the Committee.
▪ The Chair of the Infrastructure & Regulatory Committee, in conjunction with the Chief
Executive, is authorised to appoint a Hearings Subcommittee of suitably qualified

persons to conduct resource consent and related hearings on behalf of the
Committee.
▪ The Chair of the Infrastructure & Regulatory Committee is authorised to appoint three
people from the list prepared under the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 to
specific meetings (Chair and two members).

NOTE:
The Ministry for the Environment advocates that Councils offer specialist RMA
training in areas of law which are difficult to grasp or where mistakes are commonly
made. This is to complement the Good Decision Making RMA training that they run
(which is an overview and basic summary of decision making, rather than an in-depth
training in specific areas of the RMA). Therefore in order to facilitate this, the RMA
training run for councillors that wish to be hearings commissioners is mandatory.
Reasons for the importance of the training:
1. Hearings commissioners are kept abreast of developments in the legislation.
2. Legal and technical errors that have been made previously are avoided (many of which
have resulted in Environment Court action which is costly, time consuming and often
creates unrealistic expectations for the community).
3. The reputation of Council as good and fair decision makers or judges (rather than
legislators) is upheld.
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When acting in this capacity the committee has a quasi-judicial role.

HUTT CITY COUNCIL
KOMITI HANGANGA | INFRASTRUCTURE AND REGULATORY COMMITTEE
Meeting to be held in the Council Chambers, 2nd Floor, 30 Laings Road, Lower Hutt on
Tuesday 1 March 2022 commencing at 2.00pm.
ORDER PAPER
PUBLIC BUSINESS
1.

APOLOGIES

2.

PUBLIC COMMENT
Generally up to 30 minutes is set aside for public comment (three minutes per
speaker on items appearing on the agenda). Speakers may be asked questions on
the matters they raise.

3.

CONFLICT OF INTEREST DECLARATIONS
Members are reminded of the need to be vigilant to stand aside from decision
making when a conflict arises between their role as a member and any private or
other external interest they might have

4.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO COUNCIL - Te Kaunihera o Te Awa Kairangi 23 March 2022
a)

47a Collingwood Street Road Stopping and Disposal (21/1731)
Report No. IARCC2021/5/273 by the Parks, Reserves and Recreation Planner
10
CHAIR’S RECOMMENDATION:
“That the recommendation contained in the report be endorsed.”

b)

Draft Integrated Transport Strategy (22/354)
Report No. IARCC2022/1/35 by the Head of Transport
CHAIR’S RECOMMENDATION:
“That the recommendations contained in the report be endorsed.”

14

5.

PETITION – SAVE THE ATKINSON TREE IN YORK BAY,
EASTBOURNE FROM REMOVAL (21/425)
To be seperately ciruclated.

6.

PROPOSED PUBLIC STREET NAMES: SUBDIVISION OF 64
WAIPOUNAMU DRIVE, KELSON (21/1641)
Report No. IARCC2021/5/274 by the Traffic Engineer

52

CHAIR’S RECOMMENDATION:
“That the recommendations contained in the report be discussed.”
7.

PROPOSED TEMPORARY ROAD CLOSURE - MURITAI ROAD,
EASTBOURNE - ANZAC DAY SERVICE 2022 (22/273)
Report No. IARCC2022/1/36 by the Traffic Engineer

65

CHAIR’S RECOMMENDATION:
“That the recommendations contained in the report be endorsed.”
8.

PROPOSED TEMPORARY ROAD CLOSURES: LAINGS ROAD,
KNIGHTS ROAD AND QUEENS DRIVE, HUTT CENTRAL - ANZAC
DAY DAWN SERVICE AND WREATH LAYING 2022 (22/274)
Report No. IARCC2022/1/37 by the Traffic Engineer

73

CHAIR’S RECOMMENDATION:
“That the recommendations contained in the report be endorsed.”
9.

PROPOSED TEMPORARY ROAD CLOSURE - REYNOLDS BACH
DRIVE, SILVERSTREAM - HUTT VALLEY MOTORSPORT CLUB HILL
CLIMB 2022 (22/276)
Report No. IARCC2022/1/38 by the Traffic Engineer

81

CHAIR’S RECOMMENDATION:
“That the recommendations contained in the report be endorsed.”
10.

THREE WATERS UPDATE (22/314)
Report No. IARCC2022/1/39 by the Strategic Advisor
CHAIR’S RECOMMENDATION:
“That the recommendation contained in the report be endorsed.”

89

11.

REGULATORY MATTERS (22/212)
Report No. IARCC2022/1/40 by the Head of Regulatory Services

93

CHAIR’S RECOMMENDATION:
“That the recommendation contained in the report be endorsed.”
12.

INFORMATION ITEM
Infrastructure and Regulatory Committee Work Programme 2022 (22/305)
Report No. IARCC2022/1/32 by the Senior Democracy Advisor

116

CHAIR’S RECOMMENDATION:
“That the recommendation contained in the report be endorsed.”
13.

QUESTIONS
With reference to section 32 of Standing Orders, before putting a question a
member shall endeavour to obtain the information. Questions shall be concise and
in writing and handed to the Chair prior to the commencement of the meeting.

14.

EXCLUSION OF THE PUBLIC
CHAIR'S RECOMMENDATION:
“That the public be excluded from the following parts of the proceedings of this
meeting, namely:
15.

APPROVAL OF THE RIVERLINK PROJECT PARTNER
AGREEMENT VARIATION (22/404)

The general subject of each matter to be considered while the public is excluded,
the reason for passing this resolution in relation to each matter, and the specific
grounds under section 48(1) of the Local Government Official Information and
Meetings Act 1987 for the passing of this resolution are as follows:

(A)

(B)

(C)

General subject of the
matter to be
considered.

Reason for passing
this resolution in
relation to each
matter.

Ground under
section 48(1) for the
passing of this
resolution.

Approval of the
Riverlink Project
Partner Agreement
Variation.

The withholding of
the information is
necessary to enable
the local authority to
carry on, without
prejudice or
disadvantage,
negotiations
(including
commercial and
industrial
negotiations)
(s7(2)(i)).

That the public
conduct of the
relevant part of the
proceedings of the
meeting would be
likely to result in the
disclosure of
information for
which good reason
for withholding exist.

This resolution is made in reliance on section 48(1) of the Local Government
Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 and the particular interest or interests
protected by section 6 or 7 of that Act which would be prejudiced by the holding of
the whole or the relevant part of the proceedings of the meeting in public are as
specified in Column (B) above.”

Toi Lealofi
DEMOCRACY ADVISOR
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Infrastructure and Regulatory
Committee
20 October 2021

File: (21/1731)

Report no: IARCC2021/5/273

47a Collingwood Street Road Stopping and
Disposal
Purpose of Report
1.

To agree to initiate the road stopping and disposal process for 47a
Collingwood Street, Waterloo.

Recommendation
That the Committee recommends to Council that the service lane 47a
Collingwood Street, Waterloo SEC 41 BLK XXIV Hutt Valley Settlement SO 24065
be stopped under s116 of the Public Works Act 1981 and sold to an adjoining
property owner.
For the reason to dispose of land that is surplus to Council requirements.
Background
2.

At its meeting on 24 March 2009, Council resolved to dispose of 47a
Collingwood Street and enter into further discussions with the owner of 55
Collingwood Street and the Order of St John who owned 45 and 47
Collingwood Street at that time.

3.

The parcel was never disposed of due to a failure to agree to a purchase price
with the neighbours and complications around the parcel’s status as a
service lane.

4.

Since then, parcels 45 and 47 Collingwood Street have been sold and the new
owner requested that the road stopping and disposal be readdressed.

DEM15-4-15 - 21/1731 - 47a Collingwood Street Road Stopping and Disposal
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Discussion
5. The location of 47a Collingwood Street can be seen on the map in appendix 1
as attached to the report. The subject land is essentially land locked between
private properties and it has no independent legal access. The land has a
legal road status, which will have to be road stopped or status changed to
enable a sale and purchase to proceed. The land has little public value in
terms of open space or recreation values. The land has been valued at
$280,000.
6.

The road stopping process can be undertaken under s116 Public Works Act
1981 (PWA) or the Local Government Act 1974 (LGA). The main difference
between the two is that the LGA requires public consultation.

7.

It is proposed that the PWA be used for the road stopping process and that
consultation be undertaken with the property owners directly adjoining the
subject land. These discussions will include an opportunity for those owners
to consider purchasing the property following the road stop process.

8. In 2008 the adjoining properties were invited to make a submission on the
proposal to classify 47a Collingwood Street as surplus to Council
requirements. St John’s were the only party to make a submission requesting
that the land be gifted or leased to them. No action was taken at the time and
St John’s has since sold the land privately.
9.

Urban Plus Limited (UPL), on behalf of Council, has held preliminary sale
and purchase discussions with owners of 47 and 45 Collingwood Street.
These owners are proposing to undertake a housing subdivision across 45
and 47 Collingwood Street, and it makes sense that the land locked 47a also
be included as a part of this development.

10. An independent legal title review was conducted on the parcel in 2009. This
noted that it is unlikely that an offer back would be required, and that the site
could only be sold to an adjoining owner. Officers will obtain further
confirmation as a part of the process.
11. Road and traffic has been consulted and there is no concern regarding the
sale of a traffic engineering point of view.
Options
12. To enable the proposal to enter into a sale and purchase process, agree to the
road stopping under the Public Works Act 1981 or agree to a road stopping
under the Local Government Act 1974.
13. Not approve the road stopping and sale process and retain the land. This is
not supported by officers.
Climate Change Impact and Considerations
14. The matters addressed in this report have been considered in accordance
with the process set out in Council’s Climate Change Considerations Guide.
15. The land has no ecological or amenity reserve value that could contribute to
mitigating the effects of climate change.

DEM15-4-15 - 21/1731 - 47a Collingwood Street Road Stopping and Disposal
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Consultation
16. Consultation is not required by legislation however, adjoining landowners
would be given information of the intent of Council to road stop and dispose
of the parcel.
Legal Considerations
17. Land stopped under s116 of the Public Works Act 1981 may be dealt with in
the same manner and in all respects as if the road had been stopped
pursuant to the Local Government Act 1974.
Financial Considerations
18. Legal, valuation, and consultant fees will be offset by the land sale.
Appendices
No.

Title

1

Appendix 1: 47a Collingwood Street Location

Page
13

Author: Tyler Kimbrell
Parks, Reserves and Recreation Planner

Reviewed By: Kelly Crandle
Head of Parks and Reserves

Approved By: Andrea Blackshaw
Director Neighbourhoods and Communities
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Appendix 1: 47a Collingwood Street Location
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Infrastructure and Regulatory
Committee
13 February 2022

File: (22/354)

Report no: IARCC2022/1/35

Draft Integrated Transport Strategy
Purpose of Report
1.

The purpose of this report is to seek the Infrastructure and Regulatory
Committee’s approval of the draft Integrated Transport Strategy and
recommend that it be referred to Council for approval to commence public
consultation.

Recommendations
That the Committee recommends that Council:
(1) notes and receives the draft Integrated Transport Strategy; and
(2) approves the draft Integrated Transport Strategy, attached as Appendix 1 to
the report, to commence public consultation.
Background
2.

Officers started working on the Integrated Transport Strategy in September
2020.

3.

Elected Members have been briefed on the development of the strategy on
several occasions, most recently on 28 October 2021.

4.

The draft Integrated Transport Strategy has been informed by community
and through a series of stakeholder engagements.

Discussion
5. The draft Integrated Transport Strategy includes the following vision:
Te Awa Kairangi ki Tai Lower Hutt has a sustainable transport network that
connects communities and enables all of our people to thrive

DEM15-4-15 - 22/354 - Draft Integrated Transport Strategy
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The draft strategy provides feedback from the community and stakeholders
which has shaped the 7 focus areas:
•

Build housing close to employment and activity centres to reduce travel
distances and reliance on cars

•

Encourage people to rethink how & when they travel

•

Support the uptake of cleaner transport options

•

Make it easier for all people to use public transport

•

Create people-focused, liveable streets around key transport hubs and
local centres

•

Develop a connected and safe transport network that makes it more
attractive for people to cycle, walk or use the bus

•

Improve connectivity to the regional transport network to support the
movement of goods and services

7.

Mana Whenua have been engaged to provide guidance and feedback on the
draft Integrated Transport Strategy (this is ongoing). Mana Whenua have
been provided an option to weave their contributions throughout the
document and or have their own specific section. Mana Whenua
contributions to the draft Integrated Transport Strategy will be included
prior to the draft strategy going to Council on 23 March 2022.

8.

It should be noted that members have been provided with a text-only
version as the graphics are still being developed. This will be finalised ahead
of the paper going to Council in March.

9.

Following public consultation, the strategy will be updated to reflect public
feedback, then come back for endorsement from the Committee and Council.

Options
10. Officers are seeking the approval of the Committee on the draft strategy
ahead of it being released for wider public consultation.
Climate Change Impact and Considerations
11. The matters addressed in this report have been considered in accordance
with the process set out in Council’s Climate Change Considerations Guide.
The development of the draft Integrated Transport Strategy has involved the
relevant officer within council and members of the public (who have
interests in climate change matters) for their input as a part of the
consultation and stakeholder engagement process.
Consultation
12. The draft strategy has been developed based on consultation with Council
Officers, Elected Members, key stakeholders, mana whenua and the
community.
Legal Considerations
13. There are no legal considerations in respect of this paper.
DEM15-4-15 - 22/354 - Draft Integrated Transport Strategy
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Financial Considerations
14. There are no financial considerations in respect of this paper.
Appendices
No.

Title

1

Appendix 1: Draft Integrated Transport Strategy

Page
17

Author: Jon Kingsbury
Head of Transport

Approved By: Kara Puketapu-Dentice
Director Economy and Development
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Appendix 1: Draft Integrated Transport Strategy
INTEGRATED TRANSPORT STRATEGY

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT STRATEGY
DRAFT: FEB 2022

Submitted to:
Date:

Hutt City Council Transport Steering Group
11/02/2022

DRAFT – Integrated Transport Strategy - February 2022
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Appendix 1: Draft Integrated Transport Strategy
INTEGRATED TRANSPORT STRATEGY

MIHI
Ko Te Awa Kairangi he pou herenga iwi, he pou herenga waka.
Hāere mai ko te kei o tō waka ki te tumu Herenga waka o ngā pae mounga kua whakatūtūria nei
e
te hikuroa o Ngake Mai i Tararua ki Remutaka ki Pūrehurehu, ki Pōkai Mangumangu, ki
Pareraho, ki Tirohanga, ki Tukutuku, ki Puke Tirotiro, ki Pukeariki, e whakamarumarutia nei Te
Tatau o Te Pō a Ngāti Te Whiti, a Ngāti Tāwhirikura, ki Pukeatua, te tuahu tapu o Te Kāhui
Mounga i te wā i a Māui ki te whakapuare i te wahanui o Te Ika Whakarau a Kutikuti Pekapeka. I
ahu mai i Te Wai Mānga, i a Rua Tupua, i a Rua Tawhito, Ko Ngake, ko Whātaitai. Ka timu ngā
tai o Te Wai Mānga, ka pari mai ko Te Whanganui a Tara e pōkarekare mai ana.
Ka tū a Pukeatua ki runga i ngā wai e kato ana, i a Awamutu, i a Waiwhetū, kei reira a Arohanui
ki te Tangata a Ngāti Puketapu, a Te Matehou, a Ngāti Hāmua e tū ana, tae noa atu rā ki ngā wai
tuku kiri o te pūaha o te awa o Te Awa Kairangi.
Koia hoki te puna i heke mai ai he tangata. E kore e mimiti tēnei puna, ka koropupū, ka
koropupū. Ko Te Awa Kairangi e rere iho mai ana i hōna pūtakenga i Pukemoumou i te
paemounga o Tararua ki runga I hēnei whenua, ki runga i tēnei kāinga, hei āhuru mōwai ngā
iwi.

Te Awa Kairangi is a rallying point for the many people and the many tribal affiliations that have
made it their home. Bind yourself to the many mountains of this place that were born from the
lashing tail of Ngake. From Tararua to Remutaka, to Pūrehurehu, to Pōkai Mangumangu, to Pareraho,
to Tirohanga, to Tukutuku, to Puke Tirotiro, to Pukeariki, to Te Korokoro o Te Mana which stands
atop Te Tatau o Te Pō of Ngāti Te Whiti and Ngāti Tāwhirikura, to Pukeatua, the sacred altar of the
Mountain Clan in the time of Māui.
It was here that the two ancient tūpuna, Ngake and Whātaitai, were summoned from the depths of the
freshwater lake, tasked with prising open the mouth
of the great fish.
It is Pukeatua that stands above the waters of Awamutu and Waiwhetū, the home of Arohanui ki te
Tangata of Ngāti Puketapu, Te Matehou, and Ngāti Hāmua, flowing out to the life-giving waters at the
mouth of Te Awa Kairangi. This is the spring that
gives life to the people. This spring which will never
be diminished, it will continue to flow, it will continue
to flourish.

Te Awa Kairangi that flows down from its source at
Pukemoumou in the Tararua ranges and over these
lands as a sheltering haven for the people.

DRAFT – Integrated Transport Strategy - February 2022
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INTEGRATED TRANSPORT STRATEGY
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INTEGRATED TRANSPORT STRATEGY

MESSAGE FROM THE MAYOR
At Hutt City Council, we want Te Awa Kairangi ki Tai Lower Hutt to be a place where everyone thrives.
A key component to achieving this is enabling our residents to move around our city freely, safely, and
efficiently, while taking care of our environment. But right now, we face a number of growing
challenges in our transport network — increasing congestion, a disconnected network, and poor
transport infrastructure.
To respond to these challenges head on, we’ve developed the Integrated Transport Strategy, which
sets out our ambitious vision and roadmap for the future of Lower Hutt’s transport network. The
Strategy is a critical and foundational piece of work for Lower Hutt. It will support future-focused and
cohesive decision making for transport in our city, where our people and our environment are kept
front and centre. Whatever your means of travel — whether that be by bike, bus, car, or walking —
we need an approach to transport planning that is integrated and improves everyone's experience and
options.
With Council’s ambitious work programme across the city’s transport infrastructure over the next 10
years, we have a once in a generation opportunity to drastically improve our city’s transport
landscape. From the Melling Interchange upgrade and Tupua Horo Nuku, the Eastern Bays shared
path, to Te Ara Tupua (Ngāūranga to Petone Shared Path), our micro mobility programme, and the
long-planned Cross Valley Connections project, the Strategy will play a key role in guiding all of these
projects.
To ensure we get the most from investments in roads, public transport, and active transport options,
your concerns, ideas, and experiences need to be at the core of this Strategy. That’s why we want
your feedback, so that ultimately, we can make Lower Hutt the easiest city in the country to move
around for all transport users. I look forward to hearing from you.

DRAFT – Integrated Transport Strategy - February 2022
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INTEGRATED TRANSPORT STRATEGY

INTRODUCTION
WHY THIS STRATEGY IS NEEDED
We want Te Awa Kairangi ki Tai Lower Hutt to be a place where everyone thrives. A great transport
system that connects our communities, provides access to social opportunities, and helps grow our
economy is key to our success. Like other major cities, we are facing some big challenges, including a
fast-growing population, the threat of climate change and supporting the wellbeing of our communities.
The Integrated Transport Strategy (this Strategy) outlines our vision, and strategic direction for
responding to Lower Hutt’s growing transport challenges. It outlines an integrated approach to
delivering land use planning, transport planning, investment and encouraging behaviour change within
Lower Hutt. The Strategy will guide Hutt City Council’s decision making about changes to the
transport system to address the challenges our communities are facing.

Our Vision: “Te Awa Kairangi ki Tai Lower Hutt has a sustainable transport network that connects
communities and enables all of our people to thrive”

Our communities are important, and our environment is precious. We need to protect them by making
decisions about the long-term priorities and thinking about the consequences of the ways resources
are used.
We want a sustainable transport system that improves the quality of life for today’s community without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own social, environmental, economic, and
cultural needs. This means providing our community with transport options that connect people easily,
safely, and affordably to where they need to go, whether travelling by car, foot, bike, or public
transport. Developing an environmentally, economically, and socially sustainable transport system will
protect Te Awa Kairangi ki Tai Lower Hutt and enable our children and grandchildren to thrive. It will
tackle our climate change challenges, reduce congestion, create more liveable places, and support
the health and wellbeing of our communities.
We recognise the distinctive and diverse communities that make up Te Awa Kairangi ki Tai Lower
Hutt. We have engaged with our communities to understand the specific transport challenges they
face and how transport needs differ across our communities. The insights gained have helped shape
our understanding of their needs, and how best the transport system can meet them.
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SECTION 1
WHAT OUR COMMUNITY HAS TOLD US
We reached out to our communities during the development of this Strategy. We wanted to
understand the transport challenges faced by residents and businesses, better understand their
needs, and explore how changes to the transport system would affect different parts of the community.
Many people are keen to change their travel behaviour but see barriers or issues preventing this
change.

QUOTES:
“I would like to use public transport more, but it is so unreliable that it’s not worth the stress…”
“What would influence me to walk more is shops and supermarkets closer to where I live”
“I am concerned about travelling after dark, so I choose to drive”
“The lack of pedestrian crossings puts me off allowing my kids to cycle to school”
“Cycling is currently so threatening – the frequent pinch points (bridges, intersections etc) are pretty
off-putting…”
“It is really expensive to get out of the northern suburbs using public transport”
“Public transport needs to be available when I want to use it and be able to get me to where I am
going without too much hassle”
“The trainlines and state highway make getting into the city by bicycle difficult – directness of route is
severely compromised, especially if traversing the valley”
“Some people have no other choice but to put up with poor bus reliability, but for people who have
options this will prevent them from using buses in the future”
“Reliable and more timely buses would encourage me to take the bus to the train station, but currently
you can wait for up to half an hour for the bus to come. Jumping straight in the car is always going to
be quicker with those wait times”
“The footpaths are in a terrible state…there are tree roots protruding through, and many paths are
uneven and are tripping hazards”
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FACTORS THAT WOULD INFLUENCE OUR COMMUNITY TO TRAVEL DIFFERENTLY
Our communities would travel by foot or by bikes for short trips if:
•
•

People felt safer when walking, scooting, and biking for their journey
People had a good quality, pleasant environment to enjoy when travelling

Our communities would travel by bike or public transport for longer trips if:
•
•

Travelling by bike and public transport was more convenient
The transport network was better connected and easier to use

BARRIERS TO MAKING A CHANGE
•
•
•
•

Trips using public transport are not viable for some people as its unaffordable, poorly coordinated or does not take people to where they need to go
People have greater hardship where there are no alternatives to a car
People that depend on travelling by car often have limited exposure or experience in travelling
by other modes, making them more hesitant to trying other modes
The existing transport system does not meet the needs of people who take children to school
or visit shops as part of their commute, making it more convenient to travel by car

ACTIONS TO IMPROVE TRANSPORT IN LOWER HUTT
•
•
•

•
•

We need to develop better transport connections to and between key activity centres and
services within Lower Hutt to make it easier for people to get to where they need to go
We need to target improvements within communities that currently have fewer transport
options as these communities will benefit the most from future changes
We need to make sure that those who are transport disadvantaged (such as those without
access to other modes) are not unduly penalised when implementing disincentives such as
parking restrictions
We need to provide opportunities for our communities to positively experience alternatives to
car travel through non-critical trips (such as leisure or recreation)
We need to think about how the transport system can be more flexible in providing choices
that make it easier for households to travel in ways that better suit their needs.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
We need people to be well connected to each other, to workplaces, to educational opportunities, to
places of gathering or worship and to our natural environment.
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The following principles will guide decisions about the planning, design, and management of the
transport system and how these connections are provided.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure change considers the access needs and challenges of everyone in the community.
Any changes to the existing transport system should seek to balance the relative
attractiveness of travel by car with travel by other modes.
Design and timing of improvements to the traffic network should seek to avoid undermining
the attractiveness of public transport.
Prioritise changes that make active modes the most attractive option for people making short
journeys.
Changes to the existing transport system needed to service new development should seek to
provide public transport and active mode enhancement before increasing road capacity.
Prioritise changes that make public transport the most attractive option for people travelling to
the main work and education hubs.
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THE DRIVERS OF OUR STRATEGY
POPULATION GROWTH
Te Awa Kairangi ki Tai Lower Hutt has been experiencing strong population growth in recent years. In
2021 the resident population count of 112,000 had already surpassed earlier projections of what our
population would be in 2030.
This population growth will create an increasing number of journeys across our city and will put
increasing pressure on our existing transport system unless we change how we travel.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
Our city is growing, and we need to make careful choices with the land we have available. We need to
create better access and transport options to growth areas to support strong, resilient, vibrant, and
connected communities.
Future development is expected to include both new greenfield sites and residential intensification
within the Lower Hutt central city, Petone and key centres along the public transport corridor.
There is limited land available for greenfield residential development in Lower Hutt. Priority greenfield
areas include remote communities within Wainuiomata and the Western Hills.
Note:
The Wellington Regional Growth Framework outlines the need to support an additional 200,000 people and 100,000 jobs within
the Wellington region over the next 30 years. 30% of the growth is expected to occur within the Eastern Growth Corridor, which
includes Lower Hutt.

COMMUNITY CHARACTERISTICS
Transport developments for our city need to factor in important demographic and sociographic
considerations to best serve the communities who need them the most.
Communities with higher deprivation and unemployment rates require better access to affordable and
well-developed transport networks to access social and economic opportunities.
Our population is also ageing, with more than 25% of our population expected to be aged over 65 by
2043 (Stat? – Lower Hutt?).
To maintain important social connections, elderly communities need to be supported with reliable
transport services (non-card modes), as they are generally less mobile with lower access to private
vehicles.

CLIMATE CHANGE
Transport is the primary source of greenhouse gas emissions in Te Awa Kairangi ki Tai Lower Hutt
and future developments have a crucial role in responding to our climate change challenges.
In June 2019 Hutt City Council declared a climate emergency to raise awareness and prioritise
reducing council and city-wide emissions to net carbon zero, in line with the Government’s Climate
Change Response (Zero Carbon) Act, targeting for New Zealand to be net carbon zero by 2050.
Net emissions in Te Awa Kairangi ki Tai Lower Hutt have reduced over time (a 9% reduction between
2001 and 2019, despite 10% population growth in that time), however the city needs to reduce
emissions at a much higher rate to achieve carbon neutrality by 2050.
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CHANGING TECHNOLOGY
Technology is changing how people move around our city and our transport system needs to be wellpositioned to accommodate, encourage and reap the benefits from these trends.
The growth of micro-mobility services like e-scooters, e-bikes and car sharing services, and the
expected trend towards more electric and even autonomous (self-driving) cars, means that our
transport systems need to become multi-modal to meet the changing needs of our communities.
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SECTION 2
OUR CURRENT TRANSPORT SYSTEM
POPULATION AND LAND USE
In 2021 Te Awa Kairangi ki Tai Lower Hutt had a population of 112,000 people. It is the second largest
employment centre in the Wellington Region. The construction industry is the largest employer,
followed by healthcare, retail, professional services, manufacturing, and education sectors.
Most people live on the valley floor, in the flat parts of the city. The suburbs of Petone, Waterloo,
Naenae, Taita and Stokes Valley have the highest population densities. The Western Hill suburbs and
Eastern Bays have the lowest population densities. Many of our residential areas are already focused
around our railway stations.
Lower Hutt’s city centre is the primary commercial and retail centre for the city, providing services and
amenities for our community and the wider region. Petone is also a regional employment centre and a
regional attraction for shopping and recreation. Hutt Hospital is regionally significant healthcare facility.
The Seaview / Gracefield area is important for employment, manufacturing, and industry.

(map design to be revised)
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ROAD NETWORK
A well-functioning road network is key to allowing our people to move freely within our city and to
easily access other regions.
Our existing road network includes over 480km of roads which connect the city’s main employment
and transport hubs, provides links to regional areas via SH2 & SH58, and connects us to the rest of
the North Island via SH1.
The development of this network has been strongly influenced by local geography and this has
created challenges for many of our outlying communities. The hills on either side of Hutt Valley make
access challenging from Wainuiomata, Eastern Bays and Stokes Valley. Limited east-west
connections across the State Highway and Hutt River also create access barriers for communities in
the Western Hills.
Te Awa Kairangi ki Tai Lower Hutt also has a strong commercial and industrial area at Gracefield /
Seaview. As a key part of Wellington’s regional core freight network this means a large number of
trucks must travel on The Esplanade, Waione Street and Seaview Road to access this area and
connect to the State Highway network.
These important factors must be considered in future road network developments.

(diagram design to be revised)
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CYCLE NETWORK
Cycleways are an important part of our transport network and will become increasingly so with the
growth of e-bikes and other micro-mobility options.
Our current cycle network comprises 26km of cycle routes, including the Hutt River Trail, The
Esplanade and Wainuiomata Road shared paths. Future strategic connections include the Beltway, Te
Ara Tupua and Tupua Horo Nuku, however even with the completion of the newly committed routes,
strategic gaps will remain and will need to be addressed. These include limited east-west connectivity
across the Hutt River and Hutt Valley into Hutt Central, Petone and Gracefield/Seaview, as well as a
lack of connections to outlying residential areas including Stokes Valley.

(map design to be revised)
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PUBLIC TRANSPORT NETWORK
Strengthening our public transport network is a key component in giving residents more choices of
how they move around.
The existing rail network provides regular commuter services from higher-density residential areas in
Hutt Valley to Wellington city centre, as well as connections to Upper Hutt and the Wairarapa,
however there are areas of the valley that are not covered, such as Hutt Central and Seaview /
Gracefield.
These areas are covered by our existing bus network and while it does cover most of the valley, it too
has gaps that need addressing for areas that have limited or no bus services (as indicated on the
map).

Opportunities for strengthening the existing bus network include:
•

•
•

Providing higher frequency bus services to Hutt Central and the valley floor from remote
suburbs such as Normandale and Belmont in the Western Hills, or Wainuiomata and the
Eastern Bays.
Providing services to communities with no public transport coverage such as Harbourview and
Tirohanga.
Providing more direct bus services to residential areas located centrally within the Hutt (such
as Naenae), as existing high frequency services are indirect and take longer to access key
destinations than travelling by car.

(map design to be revised)
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OUR TRAVEL BEHAVIOUR
We reviewed the data on current travel patterns for our region to see how our communities are
traveling to work or other activity centres.
HOW PEOPLE TRAVEL TO WORK
•

Most commuters travel to work by private car

•

Public transport accounts for 20% of all commuter trips

•

Only 5.4% of commuters walk or cycle as their primary mode of transport
Source: Stats NZ Journey to Work data

(infographic design to be revised)

WHERE PEOPLE WORK
•

More than half of people live and work within Lower Hutt

•

43% live in Lower Hutt but commute to Wellington City

•

75% of residents that work in Hutt City travel by private car

•

Half of commuter trips to Wellington City are by private car with more than a third undertaken
by public transport
Source: Stats NZ Journey to Work data

Major Employment Destinations:
•

Hutt Central: 6,000 jobs

•

Petone: 5,200 jobs

•

Gracefield: 3,800 jobs

CHANGING MODE SHARE FOR ACTIVE MODES
Walking and cycling as the main mode of travel to work has declined in recent years
•

Cycling: Declined from 2.2% - 1.6%

•

Walking: Declined from 4.7% - 3.8%
Source: Stats NZ Journey to Work data (mode share 2013 – 2018)
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HOW PEOPLE TRAVEL TO SCHOOL
•

Most students travel to school by private car

•

26% of students travel to school by foot or by bicycle
Source: Stats NZ Journey to School data

(infographic design to be revised)

WHERE PEOPLE STUDY
•

82% of students attend a local education provider

•

More than two-thirds of students travel out of Lower Hutt to Wellington City

•

Of students based on Wellington City, 65% use public transport and a third use a private car.
Source: Stats NZ Journey to School data

Major Educational Destinations
•

Hutt Valley High School: 1,700 students

•

Naenae College / Intermediate: 1,150 students

•

Wainuiomata Intermediate / High School: 900 students

•

Sacred Heart College: 800 students

•

Wellington Institute of Technology: 8,500 students

HOW COMMUTERS ACCESS THE TRAIN
•

48% of commuters on the Hutt Valley Line drive to the train station (2017)

•

Commuters driving to the train station have more than doubled since 1996
Source: GWRC Rail Survey Analysis (2017)
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CHALLENGES WE ARE FACING
We want our transport network to support growth in our City by making it easier and safer for people to
get to the places they need to go, providing transport choices that will reduce congestion and
emissions, and create more liveable communities.
There are a number of strategic challenges we need to respond to as we manage and improve our
transport system.
These were informed by a review of travel behaviour trends, and an assessment of the current and
proposed transport and land-use system. They were also informed by Council’s current plans and
policies, and feedback from stakeholders and members of our communities.

Community Engagement
Our engagement around this Strategy aimed to seek out key stakeholders and engage with a diverse
representation of the community

Strategies, Policies and Plans
Policy documents at all levels of government were reviewed to identify key themes, issues and
opportunities that drive decision making.

Technical Assessment
A technical assessment of data identified trends including demographics, technology, travel behaviour,
safety, transport networks and services, and land development.

STRATEGIC CHALLENGES
•

Growing transport demands are leading to longer and less reliable journeys

•

Transport is decreasing the quality of life and wellbeing of our communities

•

Exposure to high traffic volumes affects perceptions of safety

•

Some communities have limited travel choices

•

Transport emissions are negatively impacting the environment

•

Risk of communities being cut off as a result of natural events
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GROWING TRANSPORT DEMANDS ARE LEADING TO LONGER AND LESS RELIABLE
JOURNEYS
As we have all experienced, parts of our roading network are often heavily congested at peak times,
creating travel delays and unreliable journey times for freight, private vehicles, and bus services.
Key congestion hotspots include:
•
•
•
•
•

The Esplanade
Hutt Road / High Street
Fairway Drive / Daysh Street
Waiwhetu Road
State Highway 2 and its local road connections.

Variable journey times can lead to commuters arriving late or needing to leave work early to avoid
busy periods.
Travel delays have a personal cost to our residents and an economic cost for freight operators and
businesses. This also impacts the punctuality and reliability of bus services, reducing the
competitiveness and attractiveness of travelling by public transport.
Unless we change how we travel, forecast population and employment growth will lead to further
traffic growth and increased pressure on our primary road network to support future access demand.

TRANSPORT IS DECREASING THE QUALITY OF LIFE AND WELLBEING OF OUR
COMMUNITIES
A car focused transport system impacts on the social, economic, and physical health of our
communities.
Apart from the immediate safety risks such as crashes, high levels of private car use can also affect
people’s health through increased exposure to air pollution, noise, or storm-water contamination.
Over reliance on private motor vehicle travel also reduces opportunities for daily physical activity, and
high traffic volumes on major roads can reduce community coherence and lead to social isolation.
Communities at key risk of social exclusion include those with mobility impairments, age-related
limitations, low incomes, and low car ownership.
A car dominated transport system also leads to inequities, particularly for people with low incomes in
areas with poor access to non-car-based options. This can lead to forced car ownership where a
higher proportion of people’s incomes are spent on travel. In some instances, people may choose to
forgo trips to key services (such as GP appointments) or seek better employment opportunities.

Did you know?
Between 2014–17, rates of unmet GP needs due to a lack of transport within the Hutt Valley DHB
were significantly higher than national rates. 4.6% of adults and 3.2% of children missed appointments
due to a lack of transport.
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EXPOSURE TO HIGH TRAFFIC VOLUMES AFFECTS PERCEPTIONS OF SAFETY
Cars travelling through communities in great numbers and speed reduces perceptions of safety in our
communities, especially for people walking and cycling.
Sadly, a number of deaths and serious injury crashes involving pedestrians and cyclists have occurred
across Hutt Valley in the past 10 years on our roads*
The lack of appropriate and safe infrastructure creates actual and perceived safety and security risks
which are barriers to travelling by foot or by bike.
Improving the perceived and actual safety of this is key to encouraging people to travel by these
modes more often, particularly for shorter trips.

Community Insights:
56% of respondents told us they would consider walking or cycling more often for shorter trips if
they felt safer travelling by these modes

* Since 2011, 87 deaths and serious injury crashes involving pedestrians and cyclists have occurred in Hutt Valley Pedestrians
and cyclists are overrepresented in our crash data, accounting for 29% of all deaths and serious injury crashes since 2011
compared with 21% nationally.
Crash data indicates most pedestrian crashes occur within key activity centres such as Hutt Central, Petone, Wainuiomata,
Waiwhetu, Naenae and Taita. Key crash locations involving cyclists include The Esplanade, Gracefield and Waiwhetu, Hutt
Central, Naenae area, High and Daysh Streets.

SOME COMMUNITIES HAVE LIMITED TRAVEL CHOICES
Different transport choices make it easier for people to travel in ways that suit their needs.
Communities that are currently poorly serviced by public transport and active transport networks, such
as Wainuiomata or the Western Hills, have a greater reliance on private cars for day-to-day travel
because the alternatives are inconvenient, inaccessible, or non-existent
Public transport and active modes have the potential to play a much bigger role in our transport
system, connecting people to our activity centres, schools, and transport hubs.
We need to make it easier for people to get around using public transport, cycling or on foot by making
these options more convenient, integrated, affordable and attractive.
Some of the challenges we need to be overcome include:

•
•
•

Gaps in the walking and cycling network.
Busy streets and constraints such as the Hutt River and the rail line make it harder to travel
by active modes
Some bus services are not frequent enough or are indirect, making travel by car a more
attractive option. Bus services are poorly integrated with rail, resulting in longer and less
affordable journeys
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TRANSPORT EMISSIONS ARE NEGATIVELY IMPACTING THE ENVIRONMENT
Climate change could have serious implications for Te Awa Kairangi ki Tai Lower Hutt unless carbon
emissions are reduced globally.
Our city is located on the most densely populated flood plain in New Zealand. We are also a coastal
city that is vulnerable to sea level rise. As the effects of climate change increase, intense storms and
heavy rainfall will lead to increased risk of flooding within the Hutt Valley.
Sea-level rises means that coastal properties and roads could be at risk of flooding during storm
surges. We’ll see road closures like those in the Eastern Bays more often. This will put billions of
dollars of infrastructure and property at risk, impacting people’s lives and their wellbeing.
Carbon emissions are a major source of climate change and our transport system accounts for over
half of the total emissions in our city.
Major changes are needed in the way we travel if we are to meet our target of being carbon-zero by
2050.

RISK OF COMMUNITIES BEING CUT OFF AS A RESULT OF NATURAL EVENTS
Our transport system is vulnerable to a range of natural hazards including seismic events, flooding,
and storm surges.
A significant natural hazard event would have a major effect on the economic and social wellbeing of
our communities, and the ability for local businesses to move goods and services.
Even smaller events such as localized landslides can have a significant impact, particularly for our
remote communities with limited alternative access routes.
Key vulnerabilities in our transport system include:
•

Limited number of bridges across Te Awa Kairangi

•

Flooding from / Te Awa Kairangi.

•

Connections to Eastern Bays that are vulnerable to storm surges, sea inundation and coastal
erosion.

•

Coastal areas including Petone, Seaview and Gracefield which are at risk of liquefaction.
Remote communities in Wainuiomata, Eastern Bays, Stokes Valley and Western Hills which
are serviced by single roads susceptible to landslides and underslips
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SECTION 3
FOCUS AREAS
As a city we have a number of complicated challenges in optimising our transport network, however
we have lots of options and opportunities to make improvements.
Our consultation with the community has led us to 7 Focus Areas for our strategy.
These are designed to deliver the vision for Te Awa Kairangi ki Tai Lower Hutt’s transport system and
need to be progressed in a coordinated way to maximise the benefits for the community.
These Focus Areas include optimising the transport and land-use system to minimise demand,
supporting travel behaviour change, making it easier to use public transport and improving transport
infrastructure.

FOCUS AREAS
•

Build housing close to employment and activity centres to reduce travel distances and reliance
on cars

•

Encourage people to rethink how & when they travel

•

Support the uptake of cleaner transport options

•

Make it easier for all people to use public transport

•

Create people-focused, liveable streets around key transport hubs and local centres

•

Develop a connected and safe transport network that makes it more attractive for people to
cycle, walk or use the bus

•

Improve connectivity to the regional transport network to support the movement of goods and
services

Each of the Focus Areas are described on the following pages with examples of the types of
interventions or projects that could be delivered or influenced by Council.
The scope, cost and timing of the projects needed to deliver on the vision will be developed as part
of future project development.
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BUILD HOUSING CLOSE TO EMPLOYMENT AND ACTIVITY CENTRES TO REDUCE TRAVEL
DISTANCES AND RELIANCE ON CARS
QUOTE: “What would influence me to walk more is shops and supermarkets closer to where I live”

Strategic Challenges Addressed:
•
•
•
•

Growing transport demands are leading to longer and less reliable journeys
Some communities have limited travel choices
Transport Emissions are negatively impacting on the environment
There is increasing risk that communities are cut off as a result of natural hazard events

WHY THIS IS IMPORTANT
•

•
•
•

Transport and land use are closely interrelated and should be mutually supportive. Welldesigned transport systems service growth and development areas and reinforce urban
development patterns.
Locating new residential development near to employment opportunities and activity centres
reduces travel distances.
Increases the convenience and attractiveness of active modes or public transport.
Concentrating new employment opportunities or key services close to existing activity centres
and transport hubs supports public transport and makes active modes more viable.

WHERE WE CAN APPLY IT
•

•
•

We have mapped out where higher density housing would best be concentrated. This is
primarily along the railway corridors and in Hutt Central, Petone, and around activity centres in
Stokes Valley and Wainuiomata.
Transit oriented development focused around Waterloo train station.
This aligns with the Government’s National Policy Statement on Housing and Urban
Development, the Wellington Regional Growth Framework (Spatial Plan), and the Hutt City
District Plan.

ACTIONS WE CAN TAKE
•
•
•
•
•

Our tools and opportunities to enable higher density developments in areas where people can
access transport, services and employment include:
District Plan zoning changes
Financial incentives to encourage higher density developments
Purchase of multiple titles to make it easier for developers to deliver higher density
developments
Private-public partnerships
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(map design to be revised)
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ENCOURAGE PEOPLE TO RETHINK HOW & WHEN THEY TRAVEL
QUOTE: “Public transport needs to be available when I want to use it and be able to get me to where
I am going without too much hassle”

Strategic Challenges Addressed:
•
•
•

Growing transport demands are leading to longer and less reliable journeys
Some communities have limited travel choices
Transport Emissions are negatively impacting on the environment

WHY THIS IS IMPORTANT
•

•
•

Behaviour change initiatives help us make best use of our existing transport system and get
the most out of future changes by making it easier for people to change their travel habits and
try something new.
Behaviour change initiatives seek to influence the demand for travel and can reduce or delay
the need to spend large amounts of money on new infrastructure or transport services.
Behaviour change initiatives seek a better balance between cars and other forms of transport
by encouraging people to think twice about if and when they choose to travel.

WHERE WE CAN APPLY IT
•
•
•
•
•
•

Large focus on schools and young people to establish a multi-modal culture from a young age
and influence intergenerational attitudes.
Work closely with major employers and community organisations that can facilitate and
champion events and promotions. Influence individuals through their workplace culture.
In the short-term target communities where travel by bus or active modes is more viable.
Focus on people or organisations that are facing a change to embed new behaviours from the
outset.
Promote and leverage from new facilities and services as they are delivered.
Leverage from perceived issues by focussing on high activity areas such as Petone and Hutt
Central City that have well established parking management measures and traffic congestion.

ACTIONS WE CAN TAKE
•
•
•
•
•

Encourage people to give walking, cycling and public transport “a go” for some trips, acting as
a potential gateway activity to long term travel behaviour change.
Remove cultural or other barriers that discourage people from travelling by foot, by bike or
public transport.
Manage demand for use of private vehicles through parking policy changes (times, limits,
price, availability, etc) to influence the attractiveness of travelling by car.
Deliver promotions, events, communications, and marketing campaigns.
Work closely with businesses, institutions, and community groups to develop, implement and
monitor workplace, school, and personalised travel plans.
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SUPPORT THE UPTAKE OF CLEANER TRANSPORT OPTIONS
QUOTE: “I would like to use public transport more, but it is so unreliable that it’s not worth the stress”

Strategic Challenges Addressed:
•
•
•
•

Growing transport demands are leading to longer and less reliable journeys
Transport is decreasing the quality of life and wellbeing of our communities
Some communities have limited travel choices
Transport Emissions are negatively impacting on the environment

WHY THIS IS IMPORTANT
•
•
•

Changing technology and the growing use of micro-mobility modes is changing the way
communities travel.
Electric and autonomous (self-driving) vehicles are expected to become more prevalent
across New Zealand in the coming years.
Embracing these technologies could lead to a reduction in car use and ownership and will
change how we need to provide transport services, parking, and kerbside controls.

ACTIONS WE CAN TAKE
Interventions we can lead or influence:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide electric vehicle charging facilities co-located with car parking in areas where people
work, shop, and visit as well as in residential areas
Develop web-based software that make it easier to use or understand the available transport
services and options
Make it easier and support innovative mobility providers (e.g., e-Scooters) to enter the market
Increase the use of intelligent transport systems for traffic control and parking management
Support the introduction of Demand Responsive Transport services
Promote and support car sharing schemes
Prioritise car parks for electric vehicles and car sharing
Develop a Carbon Zero innovation fund to incentivise green business practices
Work with communities to encourage and support “grass roots” initiatives.

(map design to be revised)
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MAKE IT EASIER FOR ALL PEOPLE TO USE PUBLIC TRANSPORT
QUOTES:
“Some people have no other choice but to put up with poor bus reliability, but for people who have
options this will prevent them from using buses in the future”
“It’s really expensive to get out of the northern suburbs using public transport”

Strategic Challenges Addressed:
•
•
•
•

Growing transport demands are leading to longer and less reliable journeys
Transport is decreasing the quality of life and wellbeing of our communities
Some communities have limited travel choices
Transport Emissions are negatively impacting on the environment

WHY THIS IS IMPORTANT
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public transport has significant potential to replace many shorter trips currently undertaken by
private cars.
Poor coordination between bus and rail timetables, fares and location of stops makes journey
times longer and more complicated than travel by car.
Making it easier for people to use public transport responds to community views that public
transport is less convenient and accessible than driving.
A connected network improves user convenience and offers easier access to a wide range of
additional destinations and facilitates cross-town travel.
Enhancing public transport coverage within future growth areas and more remote locations
(e.g., Wainuiomata) provides people with genuine transport options.
Improved integration of public transport services will reduce community reliance on private
vehicles and park-and-ride facilities to access railway stations.

WHERE WE CAN APPLY IT
•

Focus on bus connections between communities, employment centres and railway stations

ACTIONS WE CAN TAKE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Working collaboratively with service providers and public transport operators, things that
Council could lead, or influence include:
Provision of easily accessible information on routes and timetables
Integrated ticketing and timetabling to allow seamless transfer between rail and bus services
Real time public transport information
Changes in public transport fare structures
Extended hours, enhanced frequencies, and improved public transport coverage
Initiatives that make public transport more accessible for those with disabilities
Improve pedestrian environment and wayfinding around bus stops and stations.
More comfortable bus stops and waiting facilities
Secure “end of trip” facilities for bikes and e-scooters
Making it easier to take bikes on trains
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CREATE PEOPLE-FOCUSED, LIVEABLE STREETS AROUND KEY TRANSPORT HUBS AND
LOCAL CENTRES
QUOTES: “The lack of pedestrian crossings outs me off allowing my kids to cycle to school”
“The footpaths are in a terrible state…there are tree roots protruding through, and many paths are
uneven and are tripping hazards”

Strategic Challenges Addressed:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Growing transport demands are leading to longer and less reliable journeys
Transport is decreasing the quality of life and wellbeing of our communities
Some communities have limited travel choices
Exposure to high traffic volumes affects perceptions of safety
Transport Emissions are negatively impacting on the environment
There is increasing risk that communities are cut off as a result of natural hazard events

WHY THIS IS IMPORTANT
•
•

•

The quality, pleasantness and safety of our streets affect how much people want to cycle,
walk, and use public transport. People enjoy walking in interesting streets.
Creating people-focused environments increases feelings of safety for people walking or
cycling and makes it more attractive and convenient to access activity centres using these
modes.
More people-focused environments encourage visiting and dwell-time, increasing quality of life
for communities and economic benefits for local businesses.

WHERE WE CAN APPLY IT
•
•

People should feel they can safely access and move around public transport hubs and local
and neighbourhood centres.
Key locations include Lower Hutt Central City, Petone, activity centres in Stokes Valley and
Wainuiomata, plus around railway stations and local centres in Naenae and Taita.

ACTIONS WE CAN TAKE
There are many ways to enhance our local environments and create more inclusive environments.
We can focus on creating attractive, convenient and people focused environments that prioritise the
movement of people rather than traffic through:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shared spaces / Shared use zones
Local Centre Streetscape improvements
Some Lower Speed Environments
Low-traffic areas around stations and activity centres
Local Centre Masterplans
Targeted safety improvements
Improved pedestrian priority & crossings
Train Station Access Improvements
Innovating Streets
Footway Upgrades
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DEVELOP A CONNECTED AND SAFE TRANSPORT NETWORK THAT MAKES IT MORE
ATTRACTIVE FOR PEOPLE TO CYCLE, WALK OR USE THE BUS
QUOTE: “Cycling is currently so threatening – the frequent pinch-points (bridges, intersections) are
pretty off-putting”
“Reliable and more timely busses would encourage me to take the bus to the train station, but
currently you can wait up to half an hour for the bus to come. Jumping straight in the car is always
going to be quicker with those wait times”

Strategic Challenges Addressed:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Growing transport demands are leading to longer and less reliable journeys
Transport is decreasing the quality of life and wellbeing of our communities
Some communities have limited travel choices
Exposure to high traffic volumes affects perceptions of safety
Transport Emissions are negatively impacting on the environment
There is increasing risk that communities are cut off as a result of natural hazard events

WHY THIS IS IMPORTANT
•

•
•
•
•

The perception that travelling by bike, on foot or by bus is unattractive, unsafe, and
inconvenient has created an inefficient transport system that suffers from congestion and
delays.
Bus and active mode connections within our city need to be improved to make them viable
alternatives to travelling by car.
Improving safety and connectivity between centres will encourage people to use active travel
for short trips, and public transport for longer trips.
Removing gaps in our active mode network will improve the convenience, safety, and
attractiveness of these modes.
Improving the reliability and competitiveness of buses will make them a more attractive option.

WHERE WE CAN APPLY IT
•

•

Connecting local centres and major destinations within the Hutt Valley, including Hutt Central
City, Petone and Seaview. This should include other activity areas such as recreational or
educational facilities.
Improving multimodal east-west connections to communities with limited travel choices such
as Wainuiomata, Eastbourne, Stokes Valley and Western Hills.

ACTIONS WE CAN TAKE
Interventions that Council can lead or influence:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bus lanes and bus priority measures at intersections
Completion of strategic walking and cycling links
Safety improvements at key pedestrian and cycling crash locations
Improved crossing points on high-traffic streets
Wider footpaths
Additional connections over rail lines
Kerbside Parking Management
Road space reallocation
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IMPROVE CONNECTIVITY TO THE REGIONAL TRANSPORT NETWORK TO SUPPORT THE
MOVEMENT OF GOODS AND SERVICES
QUOTE: “The trainlines and state highway mean directness of route is severely compromised,
especially if traversing the valley”

Strategic Challenges Addressed:
Growing transport demands are leading to longer and less reliable journeys
There is increasing risk that communities are cut off as a result of natural hazard events

WHY THIS IS IMPORTANT
•
•
•
•
•

Transmission Gully and State Highway 58 upgrades provide improved regional links for goods
and services in and out of the Hutt Valley.
Most industrial areas are located on the eastern side of the valley creating strong east-west
demand for transporting goods across to the State Highway network.
Existing east-west roading connections are already congested, impacting on the efficient
movement of goods and services to regional markets.
Enhancing connections will encourage the use of the primary road network for freight and
reduce the attractiveness of using local roads, removing conflicts with other modes.
Improving connections to economic hubs within our city will make investment more attractive
for businesses and create further job opportunities for our communities.

WHERE WE CAN APPLY IT
Connecting primary roading connections between the regional road network and commercial and
industrial areas in the Hutt, including:
•
•

The major industrial area is located in Gracefield/Seaview.
Smaller industrial areas located in Naenae and Taita.

ACTIONS WE CAN TAKE
Enhance east-west connectivity to the regional network through:
•
•
•
•

Road or route optimisation
Targeted capacity improvements
Special vehicle lanes
Increased movements of goods by rail
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SECTION 4
IMPLEMENTING THE STRATEGY
CHANGING TRAVEL BEHAVIOURS
Implementation of this strategy must recognise that success relies on changing attitudes and cultural
norms in addition to simply changing the transport system.
Encouraging people to rethink how they travel will need people to feel differently about the transport
choices that are available. This will involve changing the perceptions as well as the realities of the
transport system.
To maximise the benefit for the community, delivery of the Focus Areas should be co-ordinated. For
example, travel behaviour change initiatives will be most efficient when wrapped around a significant
change to the transport system, such as the availability of a new cycling facility or new public transport
service.
New land developments are often accompanied by new transport infrastructure. To achieve the vision
it is important, particularly for residential development, that efforts are made to ensure that public
transport is viable and easy to use from day one. In this situation, co-ordinating the early provision of
enhanced public transport with targeted travel behaviour change will maximise the benefits.
Timing is key. Aligning the timing for changes to the transport system with major changes to land-use
is crucial because most of us are creatures of habit. Once our travel patterns are established, it is
hard to change them. People are unlikely to try a form of transport that is new to them if the options
are not there or not seen to be viable. If they try something new and have a poor experience, it might
be years before they are willing to have another go.

TRIGGERS AND OPPORTUNITIES
The factors that should trigger or create the opportunity for more emphasis on travel behaviour change
include:
•

Land development and changes to land-use

•

Changes to transport infrastructure

•

Changes to transport services.

There are a number of such opportunities being worked on in our region now and this strategy aims to
guide these in a consistent way.
Urban Transformation Plans – there are a number of plans underway to transform parts of our city.
Projects include RiverLink, Central City Transformation Plan 2019, Petone 2020, Wainuiomata
amongst others. The changes that these plans will deliver are aligned to this strategy and their
implementation will change travel behaviour and how the community views the alternative travel
choices they make available.
Transmission Gully – is expected that the new motorway when opened in early 2022 will make it
easier to drive between Lower Hutt and Kapiti / Horowhenua, improving connections to. the upper
North Island. It may change travel patterns in the city, potentially increasing traffic flowing through
local activity centres. This may trigger the need to reconfigure some streets to maintain pleasant
environments for people.
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Let’s Get Wellington Moving – are investigating ways to make driving to Wellington Central City less
attractive. This may include charges for people that drive or reducing the road capacity in the central
city. Such changes would affect a large number of Lower Hutt residents who drive to Wellington and
could change their travel behaviours. If appropriately timed, delivery of behaviour change initiatives
under this strategy could align well with the changing needs of our Wellington commuters.
Petone to Grenada link road – while this project will not proceed until after 2028, it will create
opportunities upon which the strategy can leverage. The change will affect how goods and freight are
moved between Lower Hutt and the rest of the North Island. This change should trigger a focus on
how goods are moved across the Hutt Valley and it may also trigger changes to the public transport
network.

COLLABORATION
Implementation of this Strategy requires strong, ongoing, and effective collaboration.
It will require collaboration across council. Officers responsible for infrastructure development and
maintenance, streetscape specialists, urban designers, behavioural change specialists and community
development will need to collaborate to deliver holistic, multi-disciplinary projects and initiatives. .
Delivery will also involve partnerships and close collaboration with other agencies.

Greater Wellington Regional Council will be vital for achieving the vision for Te Awa Kairangi ki Tai
Lower Hutt’s transport network. GWRC are responsible for bus services across the region. They also
deliver regionally focused travel behaviour change initiatives and seek to support territorial authorities
and businesses.
Kainga Ora, Mana Whenua, Urban Plus and other organisations work to deliver new homes in
Lower Hutt and the wider region. Through collaboration we can work to ensure that viable travel
choices are in place as the new houses are occupied.
Local Communities. There are also opportunities to work with communities and business in different
parts of the city. Enabling community or business led initiatives can enable more innovative and
enduring response to the transport issues facing the city.
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MEASURING OUTCOMES
Monitoring is important for evaluating the progress of this Strategy in achieving our vision and delivering
the right outcomes for our City.
A range of measures can be used to indicate whether the direction of change is in keeping with the
vision of this Strategy, including mode shift; journey times; carbon emissions; health related indices;
economic growth; safety trends; and resident satisfaction.

INDICATORS OF SUCCESS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduction in transport carbon emissions
Increase in public transport use
Increase in people walking and cycling
Increased community satisfaction
Reduction in deaths and serious injuries
More active communities
More reliable journeys
Reduction in private vehicle use

OUTCOMES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Economic growth
Better access to opportunities
Safer communities
Reduced carbon emissions
Greater resilience
Improved community health
Increased community cohesion
Increased social inclusion

(infographic design to be revised)
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Infrastructure and Regulatory
Committee
01 February 2022

File: (21/1641)

Report no: IARCC2021/5/274

Proposed Public Street Names: Subdivision
of 64 Waipounamu Drive, Kelson
Purpose of Report
1.

The purpose of this report is to seek approval for appropriate street names
for two public roads and one private road of the subdivision at 64
Waipounamu Drive, Kelson.

Recommendations
That the Committee:
(1) approves a new street name for new public road (Road 2) shown in
Appendix 1 of the report, as suggested below:
(a)

“Kairaumati” recommended road type “Crescent”;

(b)

an alternate name as provided by the developer;

(c)

an alternate name from the list provided through public consultation;

(d)

an alternate name from the Reserved Street Name list, attached as
Appendix 2 to the report; or

(e)

an appropriate name tabled during the meeting;

(2) approves a new street name for new public road (Road 3) shown in
Appendix 1 of the report, as suggested below:
(a)

“Takapō” recommended road type “Grove”;

(b)

an alternate name as provided by the developer;

(c)

an alternate name from the list provided through public consultation;

(d)

an alternate name from the Reserved Street Name list, attached as
Appendix 2 to the report; or

(e)

an appropriate name tabled during the meeting;
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(3) approves a new street name for new private road (Road 4) shown in
Appendix 1 of the report, as suggested below:
(a)

“Mohua” recommended road type “Way”;

(b)

an alternate name as provided by the developer;

(c)

an alternate name from the list provided through public consultation;

(d)

an alternate name from the Reserved Street Name list, attached as
Appendix 2 to the report; or

(e)

an appropriate name tabled during the meeting;

(4) If necessary, approves an appropriate LINZ approved back up name if
options (a),(b), or (e) of (1), (2), or (3) is selected; and
(5) approves the appropriate road type as shown in the list attached as
Appendix 3 to the report.
These recommendations are made so these sections of the development may
proceed to completion as a variety of utility connections and other administrative
bodies require formalised street addresses in order for the necessary connections
to be provided.
Background
2.

The subdivision of 64 Waipounamu Drive, Kelson creates seven new roads
within the development, four of them being part of Stages 1 and 2 of the
development.

3.

As per the plan supplied in Appendix 1 attached to the report, Road 1 will be
a continuation of Waipounamu Drive and Road 5 (part of Stage 3) will
continue as Christchurch Crescent.

4.

This report seeks to confirm names for two public roads and one private
road (Roads 2, 3, and 4 on the plan) formed as part of Stages 1 and 2 of the
development.

5.

The responsibility for naming new roads within Lower Hutt (outside of the
Community Board catchment areas) lies with the Infrastructure and
Regulatory Committee.
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Discussion
6.

7.

The developer has submitted the following names for consideration, in
keeping with the current street naming policy where the theme of roads in
Kelson make reference to the South Island. Council’s Kaitatari Tumuaki
Māori has provided the corresponding Māori names of these suggestions as
below.Takapō,
a.

Takapō,

b.

Tasman Bay – Te Tai o Aorere,

c.

Sumner - Matuku Takotako, and

d.

Matheson - Kairaumati.

Below names were suggested by Council’s Kaitatari Tumuaki Māori in the
internal consultation process
a.

Mohua (Golden bay)

b.

Mārahau

c.

Rākaunui

d.

Motuareronui

8.

The lots are being sold with dwellings already built, with the prospective
buyers being able to choose a different style of house. The house stylings are
named after South Island place names and the developer thought that these
would also make great names for the surrounding streets. Each one of the
names listed are one of these choices, where the paint and roof colours have
been selected from to try representing that region.

9.

The English variation of the names submitted by the developer have been
checked with Land Information New Zealand (LINZ) for suitability and are
acceptable for use.

10. The Māori variations of the names in 6. and all names in 7. are currently
being checked with LINZ for suitability however officers anticipate all
names to be suitable given there are no duplications in the applicable
vicinity. LINZ comments on the names will be presented to the committee at
the meeting.
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11. From public consultations the following suggestions were received from the
Pareraho Forest Trust as below.
Mokomoko:

general Māori name for skinks. To make way for the
Waipounamu development, 60-odd skinks were collected
and relocated to Manor Park. Mokomoko is also an estuary
in Southland, fitting with the Kelson streets theme of South
Island locations.”

Parauriki (Kākā Point): a beach in the South Island near the settlement of
Kaitangata in South Otago/Southland. Kākā have recently
been sighted and heard in Pareraho Forest, although are
not resident yet. A goal of local conservation work is to
make the forest a safe and food-rich place for kākā to live
as they spread beyond Wellington
Moko kākāriki: the Wellington green gecko (or Barking gecko) found in
Pareraho Forest. Secretive and inconspicuous nestled in
forest canopy, they live amongst us but are seldom seen.
Kaikōmako:

a special native tree, whose fruit is a favourite food of the
korimako (bellbird). Korimako are making a come back in
Pareraho Forest thanks to council and community pest
control efforts, and are often seen around Kelson, but more
less common than its showy cousin the tūī. Kaikōmako is
an important tree for Māori as it was used for hika ahi (to
make fire) often with mahoe one of the most common trees
in Pareraho, and features in the pūrakau about Māui
deceiving his ancester Mahuika to give people the ability
to create fire.

12. The above submissions from Pareraho Forest Trust have been checked with
LINZ and are suitable for use.
13. A general consideration in Council’s Naming Policy is that where there is a
theme in the area, the theme is to be followed, for example Māori names in
Korokoro, the names of trees in Maungaraki and the use of South Island
names in Kelson.
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Options
14. The recommended names for all three roads under discussion are;
a) Takapō;
b) Te Tai o Aorere;
c) Matuku Takotako;
d) Kairaumati;
e) Mohua;
f) Mārahau;
g) Rākaunui;
h) Motuareronui;
i)

Mokomoko;

j)

Parauriki;

k) Moko kakariki; and
l)

Kaikōmako.

15. Road Types recommended are;
a)
b)
c)
d)

Grove;
Way;
Crescent; or
an appropriate road type as shown in the list attached as Appendix 3 to
the report.

16. Options a) to h) in 14. are being checked with LINZ at the time of finalising
the report and the outcome will be tabled at the meeting.
17. Options i) to l) in 14. have been checked with LINZ are acceptable to use.
18. A backup name from the names approved by LINZ (Names submitted by
Pareraho Forest Trust) is required for each road if LINZ approval for the
recommended names have not been received before the meeting.
19. If an alternate name is tabled during the meeting, it can be considered for
use, but will be subject to meeting the requirements of AS/NZS 4819:2011
and gaining LINZ approval. An appropriate backup name must also be
recommended in case the alternate name is deemed not suitable.
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Climate Change Impact and Considerations
20. The matters addressed in this report have been considered in accordance
with the process set out in Council’s Climate Change Considerations Guide.
21. The decision will not increase greenhouse gas emissions and will not be
affected by a changing climate. There are no opportunities in this decision to
reduce emissions or build resilience.
Consultation
22. Public consultation was carried out via the following channels:
• Advertisement in Hutt News.
23. As a result of the public consultation, four submissions were received from
Quentin Duthie, Convenor of the Pareraho Forest Trust.
24. Council’s Kaitatari Tumuaki Māori have checked the Māori names for
spellings and suitability.
25. Mana whenua consultation for public roads have not been undertaken.
Legal Considerations
26. The Committee has the delegated authority to name the public road.
27. The new street name is required as a variety of utility connections and other
administrative bodies require individual street addresses in order for the
necessary connections to be provided.
Financial Considerations
28. There are no financial considerations. The developer is responsible for the
necessary street name signs. This will be undertaken by Council’s contractor
with the cost paid by the developer.
Appendices
No.

Title

1

Appendix 1 - 64 Waipounamu Drive - St Naming Plan
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Appendix 2 - Reserved Street Name List 2021
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Street names for stages 1 & 2
of the development
PROPOSED ROAD 3 - PUBLIC
Suggested: Takapō Grove
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RESERVED STREET NAME LIST: 2021

Name
Te Umumamaku

Suburb
Waiwhetu

Robinson

Hutt City

Grieg

Wainuiomata

Summary of Submitted Background Info
Name of an old cultivation clearing within close vicinity of
Waiwhetu. LINZ OK 27-4-18
Joseph Robinson (1814 –1879) was originally from Kent. He
and his brother James came to New Zealand at the beginning
of the 1830s. They are supposed to have arrived in Te
Whanganui a Tara or Port Nicholson sometime in 1831, via
Sydney. Some have even dated it earlier at 1822-1823.
Joseph established himself as a boat builder close to the
mouth of the Hutt River, not far away from Hokoikoi Pa on the
western side of the river. LINZ OK 5-3-20
In memory of Thomas Grieg Henry. Shifted to their home in
Norfolk St in 1962 back when Wainuiomata was called Nappy
Valley. Chairman of Pencarrow Home and School Assn.,
involved in projects with Riddiford Lions Club, Meals on
Wheels etc. Received civic award for his volunteer work.

Additional Info
DOC/18/64421

DOC/11/18810

DOC/17/6017

(making contact with the family for consent would require

Waterford

Wainuiomata

Pedersen

Wainuiomata

Ibbotson

Wainuiomata

Ambleside

Wainuiomata

Hononga

Wainuiomata

Pukeariki

Wainuiomata

Francis Clive
Robertson

Wainuiomata

additional research and investigation) LINZ OK 5-3-20
As Parkway is through a swamp, the existing Parkway
reservoir is a feature, and fed by a water main through the
subdivision. LINZ OK 5-3-20 CANNOT BE ROAD TYPE OF
DRIVE
Former owner of section 5, Parkway. Further investigation
required. LINZ OK 5-3-20
After Reverend Charles Ibbotson who was the original owner
of Section 5 of Belmont Survey District approximately where
80 Parkway is located today. (Historical figure (circa 1800’s)
therefore making contact with the family would require
additional research and investigation) LINZ OK 31-1-20
This was a house owned by the Heathcote family, located at
about 122 Upper Fitzherbert Road. It means summer pasture.
The house was in existence from the 1880s to the late 1950s.
It was owned by George and Mary Heathcote. George was a
barber, had a shop in Lower Hutt. The house was sold in 1957,
burnt down soon after. LINZ OK 20-10-20
(Union, connection, relationship, bond) originally suggested for
the link road between The Strand and Queen Street in
Wainuiomata with a double meaning as it is Maori for linking
(the two roads) as well as connecting the community.
LINZ OK 22-1-21
Te Ara ki Pukeariki/ Pukeariki Lane (The lane leading TO
Pukeariki). Pukeariki is another high point/hill that stands
alongside Pukeatua Hill aka the Wainuiomata Hill. It is part of
the pae maunga/ranges that surround Wellington/Hutt Valley
and includes Orongorongo, Remutaka, Korokoro etc.
LINZ OK 22-1-21
Started wok for HCC in 1964 until his retirement 37 years later,
Many of the facilities enjoyed by people in Wainuiomata today
have a large part of him in their development. (See email for a
list of contributions) LINZ OK 27-5-2021

DOC/16/88412
Additional name
from the
parkway Rise
DOC/16/88412
Additional name
from the
parkway Rise

DOC/20/1235

DOC/20/99782

DOC/21/8369

DOC/21/8369

DOC/21/62395
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Wainuiomata

Served as a HCC councillor, first chairperson of WCB, served
Wainui District Council, Wallington Regional Council among
many others institutions. Served the Wainuiomata community
for over 40years , In 2002 he received the Member of New
Zealand Order of Merit for services to the community. LINZ OK
28-1-2020

DOC/21/90900
DOC/21/90897

Naenae

Te Ngaengae is the original name of the Naenae area which
used be a swamp. Our school moteatea talks of the historical
landmarks pertaining to Te Ngaengae, which was gifted to our
school kapa haka group in 2018, by one of our local elders
Kura Moeahu. LINZ OK 3-7-19

DIV/19/2760

Naenae

In memory of Tuahine Renata, a Maori teacher who for many
years spent her career at Naenae Primary School and
dedicated her life to the revival of te reo me ona tikanga in the
community through the Maori immersion class Kohanga Te
Rā. LINZ OK 3-7-19

DIV/19/2760

Te Hōpua

Naenae

Te Hopua in english means the pool. Our immersion class
Kohanga Te Rā can be likened to a Maori language pool for
students wanting to be immersed in te reo me ona tikanga. We
see Kohanga Te Ra as the central learning hub of our Maori
community of Naenae. LINZ OK 3-7-19

DIV/19/2760

Te Mako

Naenae

This was the name of a Pa in Naenae. LINZ OK 3-7-19

DIV/19/2760

Hēmi Tōpine Te
Mamaku

Belmont

The chief who led the attack on Boulcott Farm in 1846. He
constructed a ridgetop pā site on the Pareraho trail in what is
now Speedy's Reserve (between Hill Road and Kelson). He
adopted the name Hemi Topine (James Stovin) later after
conversion to Christianity.LINZ OK 7-6-19

DOC/19/75663

Te Mamaku

Boulcott

Background as above. He was known as Te Mamaku at the
time of the attack. LINZ OK 8-5-20

DOC/20/36382

Ngāti Hāua-terangi

Belmont

The iwi of chief Te Mamaku and the warriors LINZ OK 27-5-19

DOC/19/75663

Belmont

Early hapū of Ngāti Ira who were some of the earliest to live in
this part of Heretaunga (the Hutt Valley) LINZ OK 22-5-19
See
http://www.wcl.govt.nz/maori/wellington/ngawaahipipitea.html
See para 5 of Appendix 2 of this report:
http://iportal.huttcity.govt.nz/Record/ReadOnly?Tab=3&Uri=40
04447

DOC/19/75663

Belmont

"Caverhill owned block 9, one of the original blocks carved up
by the NZ Company. Block 9 covers most of Hill Rd and the Pa
site and a lot of Speedy's reserve. He was in the volunteers
back in the 1800's like a lot who settled these hills. So I'd like
to nominate him too. Caverhill Way maybe?" LINZ OK 5-3-20

DOC/19/75663

Petone

In memory of Roy Hewson who served a fifteen-year stint as
the Principal of Petone Central School, elected to Petone
Borough Council and established the Petone Junior Borough
Council. In addition to these, his tenure at the Council,
including as Deputy Mayor of Petone, he was also involved in
founding the Jackson Street Programme and the Walk of
Champions.
LINZ OK 18-2-20

DOC/20/15661

Reg Moore

Te Ngaengae

Renata

Rākaiwhakairi
Ngāti
Kahukuraāwhitia

Caverhill

Roy Hewson
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In recognition of Edmund (Ed) Coombes Perry who served
Hutt City Council for 25 years. He became Deputy Town Clerk
in 1957 and Town Clerk in 1962 until his retirement in 1977.
(Reserved for UPL developments) LINZ OK 2-4-20

Ed Perry

After Willem van Baarle who migrated to New Zealand in the
1950’s. van Baarle is Dutch and represents a significant group
of immigrants who settled in Lower Hutt and it is a reminder of
the influence and origins of the immigrants who are part of
Lower Hutt’s history. (Reserved for Public Roads) LINZ OK 66-19
bird names LINZ OK 18-2-20
bird names LINZ OK 18-2-20
bird names LINZ OK 18-2-20
Plant name LINZ OK 18-2-20

Van Baarle

Kākā
Chaffinch
Rosella
Tulip
Kōtukutuku
Kānuka
Puawānanga

Fairfield

Wai Mārama
Tahana Rerengaio
Te Waari
Rerengaio

Taitā

Patrick Harnett

Taitā

Native plants particularly relating to the Eastern Hills
(Reserved for Kāinga Ora developments ) LINZ OK 26-6-20
Translates to Clear Water Lane – suitable in the vicinity of a
water body LINZ OK 16-11-20
After Te Waari Tahana Rerengaio Angiotū of Ngāti Tama and
Te Āti Awa, who was awarded lot 14a of Hutt District section
58 by Hēmi Pārai. LINZ OK 10-03-21
Patrick Harnett, a former policeman and insurance salesman,
converted the home to a hotel in November 1895 and was its
first proprietor until bankrupted in February 1896, believed to
be the result of over extending himself financially carrying out
further development of Taare Waitara's 1881 house to form the
Taita Hotel. LINZ OK 19-02-21

DOC/20/29675

DOC/19/101630

DOC/20/68717
DOC/20/118001
DOC/21/40376
DOC/21/40377

DOC/21/40360

Although there is an emphasis on the names proposed by the developer (as long as they meet
LINZ requirements) the final decision is up to the Committee on the final name.
Names with an important contribution to the City and Events are favourable.
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Appendix A: Road types for use within in-fill
developments
Road types that are applicable to in-fill developments should be selected from the table
below. The abbreviations listed should only be used for signage. This list only includes road
names from the Standard that are suited to in-fill developments. It has also been extended
to include Maori road types. The road type should be selected from those specified as
available for either open-ended roads, culs-de-sac, or pedestrian roads, as applicable.
Available For:
Road Type

Abbrev

Alley

Aly

Ara

Description

Openended

Cul–desac

Usually narrow roadway in a city
or town.

√

√

Ara

Roadway

√

√

Arcade

Arc

Covered walkway with shops
along the sides.

Circle

Cir

Roadway that generally forms a
circle; or a short enclosed
roadway bounded by a circle.

Close

Cl

Short enclosed roadway.

√

Court

Crt

Short enclosed roadway, usually
surrounded by buildings.

√

Crescent

Cres

Crescent shaped roadway,
especially where both ends join
the same thoroughfare.

√

Glade

Gld

Roadway usually in a valley of
trees.

√

Green

Grn

Roadway often leading to a
grassed public recreation area.

√

Grove

Grv

Roadway that features a group
of trees standing together.

√

Lane

Lane

Narrow roadway between walls,
buildings or a narrow country
roadway.

√

Loop

Loop

Roadway that diverges from and
rejoins the main thoroughfare.

√

Mews

Mews

Roadway in a group of houses.

√

Place

Pl

Short, sometimes narrow,
enclosed roadway.

√

Quay

Qy

Roadway alongside or projecting
into water.

√

√

Rise

Rise

Roadway going to a higher place
or position.

√

√

Road

Rd

Open roadway primarily for
vehicles.

√

Pedestrian
only

√
√

√

√

√

√
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Available For:
Road Type

Abbrev

Description

Square

Sq

Roadway which forms a square
shape, or an area of roadway
bounded by four sides.

Steps

Stps

Walkway

Street

St

Public roadway in an urban
area, especially where paved
and with footpaths and buildings
along one or both sides.

√

Te Ara

Te Ara

Roadway

√

√

Terrace

Tce

Roadway on a hilly area that is
mainly flat.

√

√

Track

Trk

Walkway in natural setting.

√

Walk

Walk

Thoroughfare for pedestrians.

√

Way

Way

Short enclosed roadway.

Wharf

Whrf

A roadway on a wharf or pier.

Openended

Cul–desac

√

√

Pedestrian
only

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
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01 March 2022

Infrastructure and Regulatory
Committee
04 February 2022

File: (22/273)

Report no: IARCC2022/1/36

Proposed Temporary Road Closure - Muritai
Road, Eastbourne - ANZAC DAY SERVICE
2022
Purpose of Report
1.

The purpose of this report is to seek approval of the Infrastructure and
Regulatory Committee, as per the authorised process, for the temporary
closure of roads in Hutt City for the Eastbourne Memorial Returned Services
Association - Anzac Day Service 2022.

Recommendations
That the Committee:
(1) notes and receives the report;
(2) notes that the recommendations should not be amended without first
carrying out further consultation with affected parties, and verification from
Council’s Traffic Engineer that the amendment(s) are not likely to cause
unreasonable impact on traffic;
(3) agrees to temporary close the following road, subject to the conditions listed
in the attached Traffic Impact Report attached as appendix 1 to the report;
Anzac Day Service – 2022: Monday 25 April 2022 between the hours of
9:00am to 11:00am attached as appendix 2 to the report;
Muritai Road, Eastbourne (the section of road between the intersections of
Rimu and Makaro Streets);
(4) agrees to temporarily rescind the existing parking restrictions during the
listed event, and impose a ‘No Stopping’ parking restriction on the following
roads:
•

Anzac Day Service – 2022: Monday 25 April 2022 between the hours
of 9:00am to 11:00am attached as appendix 2 to the report; and
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Muritai Road, Eastbourne (the section of road between the
intersections of Rimu and Makaro Streets).

For the reasons that the proposed road closure and parking restrictions are
required to accommodate the annual Eastbourne Memorial Returned Services
Association - Anzac Day Service 2022, and closures for previous year’s events
have not solicited any complaints from the public.
Background
2.

Council receives numerous requests throughout the year for public roads to
be closed for public and private events. In order for the closures to have an
effect, under Schedule 10 of the Local Government Act 1974, Council
approval is required.

3.

Council has received a request from the Eastbourne Memorial RSA (Inc.) for
approval to hold its annual ANZAC Day Service, an event involving a
temporary road closure and temporary ‘No Stopping’ restrictions as detailed
in the recommendations above. Details of the event and expected impact on
traffic are attached as Appendix 1 to the report.

4.

At its meeting of 12 August 2008, Council approved a procedure for Council
to follow to comply with the Local Government Act 1974 (Schedule 10)
(LGA) provisions for temporary road closures for events.

5.

Processes have been established to implement these procedures, including
the required communications and consultations prior to any approval of a
closure.

6.

For those events where vehicles remaining on roads are considered to be
inconsiderately parked, it is necessary for Council to also pass a resolution
that, for the duration of the event allows for the legal removal of vehicles at
the direction of the event organizer and administered by Council’s Parking
Enforcement Officers.

7.

This report has been prepared in accordance with the approved procedures.

Discussion
8. This is an annual event and the proposed closures have been approved in the
past.
9.

Council’s Traffic Engineer – Network Operations, acting as Council’s Traffic
Engineer has assessed the proposed closures with regards to their expected
impact on traffic. The Traffic Engineer has provided a professional opinion
as to whether the resulting impact on traffic is likely to be reasonable or
unreasonable:
Eastbourne Memorial RSA – ANZAC Day Service 2022: The proposed
closure, if implemented in accordance with an approved temporary traffic
management plan and associated conditions are not likely to have an
unreasonable impact on traffic or the network.
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10. Any vehicles remaining within the proposed road closure during this event
will be a safety concern and therefore temporary No Stopping restrictions
are required to enable these vehicles to be removed.
11. Where existing parking restrictions are in place, these are to be temporarily
rescinded to facilitate the temporary No Stopping restrictions.
12. Temporary Traffic Management Plans prepared for the event will show how
traffic safety and flow will be managed.
13. The Event Organiser is responsible to follow the Covid - Public & Private
gatherings (Traffic Lights Settings) guidelines.
https://covid19.govt.nz/traffic-lights/
Options
14. The Committee can:
a.

approve the proposed temporary road closure and the associated ‘no
stopping’ parking restrictions; or

b.

amend and defer all or part of the Committee’s decision to the next
Council meeting, so as to give officers time to assess the proposed
amendments and offer an assessment on the impact to traffic and the
network.

15. Officers recommend Option a, as the effects of the event can be effectively
managed through the conditions of the road closure approvals, as proven in
previous years.
Climate Change Impact and Considerations
16. The matters addressed in this report have been considered in accordance
with the process set out in Council’s Climate Change Considerations Guide.
17. The decision will not be affected by a changing climate.
Consultation
18. The public was notified that Council was to consider the proposed
temporary road closure through a Public Notice advertisement in The Hutt
News on Tuesday 25 January 2022. No correspondence had been received at
the time this report was finalized. However, any subsequent
correspondence will be presented at the Committee meeting.
19. Public notice of any decision to close roads will be advertised in The Hutt
News.
Legal Considerations
20. Approval is required from Council, or the Infrastructure and Regulatory
Committee, to allow for the temporary closure of roads and temporary ‘No
Stopping’ restrictions. This will ensure that Council is complying with the
requirements of the Local Government Act 1974 (Schedule 10) for the
temporary closure of roads for events within its jurisdiction.
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Financial Considerations
21. For community events, the cost of public notices in The Hutt News is paid
from Council budgets. For commercial events, the cost of the public notices
is passed onto the appropriate event organiser. This is a community event.
Appendices
No.

Title

Page

1

Appendix 1: Traffic Impact Report

69
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Appendix 2: Road Closure Aerial
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Author: Ravi Soni
Traffic Engineer

Reviewed By: Bob Hu
Traffic Engineering Manager

Approved By: Jon Kingsbury
Head of Transport
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Traffic Impact Report

Proposed Temporary Road Closure:
ANZAC Day (Eastbourne Memorial RSA) Event 2022
1.

Description of Event

An application has been received from the Secretary of the Eastbourne Memorial RSA (Inc) to
temporarily close Muritai Road (from Makaro Street to Rimu Street), to vehicular traffic on Monday 25
April 2021 between 9:00am and 11:00am for their ANZAC Day parade and service.

2.

Public Notice

The public notice advising that the Council is proposing to consider this closure was published in the
Hutt News on Tuesday 25 January 2022.

3.

Consultation

No objections had been received at the time this report was finalised.

4.

Traffic Impact Assessment

Prior Closures
The proposed closure for this event will not result in a road being closed for an aggregate of more than
31 days in any year as set down in Schedule 10, Section 11e of the Local Government Act 1974.

Traffic Impact
In the opinion of the Council Officer, acting as Council’s Traffic Engineer, the proposed closure, if
implemented according to an approved temporary traffic management plan, is not likely to impede
traffic unreasonably, subject to the conditions listed below.
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It is noted that the Council reserves the right to modify this opinion at any time.
In this particular instance there should be very little in the way of wider network effects because the
event is being held on a public holiday (Anzac Day). Previous closures of this section of Muritai Road on a
public holiday have had no reported traffic problems.

5.

Conditions of Closure

Subsequent to approval, the applicant will be notified of the decision, and if approved, required to
adhere to the following conditions;
• The access requirements of residents and business affected by the closures must be taken into
account.
• The event organiser must apply for a Corridor Access Request (CAR) via Submitica
(www.submitica.com) no less than 30 days prior to the event
• The event organiser must provide to Council a compliant Temporary Traffic Management Plan
(TTMP) prepared by a suitably qualified person and be appropriate for both the level of road
and the nature of the closure, no less than 30 days prior to the event.
• All Temporary Traffic Management (TTM) must comply with NZTA’s Code of Practice for
Temporary Traffic Management (CoPTTM) and any conditions set down by Councils’ Corridor
Manager and/or Traffic Management Coordinator (TMC)
• The event organiser must gain both CAR and TTMP Approvals a minimum of 7 days prior to the
scheduled event date to ensure the event can proceed.
• All TTM is to be installed by suitably qualified personnel, under the supervision of a NZTA
qualified Site Traffic Management Supervisor (STMS).
• The closure is restricted to the roads, dates and times as approved by Council.
• The event organiser must have a valid Health and Safety plan which details how emergency
vehicles can gain access to the closure area during the event.
• The event organiser is required to comply with the directions of both the Police and authorised
officers of the Road Controlling Authority (HCC).
• The event organiser is responsible for the management of all work relating to the physical
closure of roads and maintaining both the closure and public safety within the closure area.
• The event organiser is responsible for ensuring closed roads are left in a suitably clean and tidy
state following the completion of the event.
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Infrastructure and Regulatory
Committee
04 February 2022

File: (22/274)

Report no: IARCC2022/1/37

Proposed Temporary Road Closures: Laings
Road, Knights Road and Queens Drive, Hutt
Central - ANZAC DAY DAWN SERVICE AND
WREATH LAYING 2022
Purpose of Report
1.

The purpose of this report is to seek approval of the Infrastructure and
Regulatory Committee, as per the authorised process, for the temporary
closure of roads in Hutt City for the Civic - Anzac Day Dawn Service and
Wreath Laying 2022.

Recommendations
That the Committee:
(1) notes and receives the information;
(2) notes that the recommendations should not be amended without first
carrying out further consultation with affected parties, and verification from
Council’s Traffic Engineer that the amendment(s) are not likely to cause
unreasonable impact on traffic;
(3) agrees to temporary close the following roads, subject to the conditions listed
in the attached Traffic Impact Report attached as appendix 1 to the report:
Anzac Day Dawn Service and Wreath Laying – 2022: Monday 25 April 2022
between the hours of 5:00am to 11:00am attached as Appendix 2 to the
report;
(a) Laings Road, Hutt Central (the section of road between the intersections
of Myrtle Street and Queens Drive); and
(b) Knights Road, Hutt Central (the section of road between the
intersections of Stevens Grove and Laings Road); and
DEM15-4-15 - 22/274 - Proposed Temporary Road Closures: Laings Road, Knights
Road and Queens Drive, Hutt Central - ANZAC DAY DAWN SERVICE AND
WREATH LAYING 2022
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(c) Queens Drive, Hutt Central (the section of road between the High Street
roundabout and Laings Road); and
(4) agrees to temporarily rescind the existing parking restrictions during the
listed event, and impose a ‘No Stopping’ parking restriction on the following
roads:
Anzac Day Dawn Service and Wreath Laying – 2022: Monday 25 April 2022
between the hours of 5:00am to 11:00am attached as Appendix 2 to the
report);
(a)

Laings Road, Hutt Central (the section of road between the
intersections of Myrtle Street and Queens Drive);

(b)

Knights Road, Hutt Central (the section of road between the
intersections of Stevens Grove and Laings Road); and

(c)

Queens Drive, Hutt Central (the section of road between the High
Street roundabout and Laings Road).

For the reasons that the proposed road closures and parking restrictions are
required to accommodate the Civic - Anzac Day Dawn Service and Wreath
Laying 2022, and closures for previous year’s events have not solicited any
complaints from the public.
Background
2.

Council receives numerous requests throughout the year for public roads to
be closed for public and private events. In order for the closures to have an
effect, under Schedule 10 of the Local Government Act 1974, Council
approval is required.

3.

Council has received a request from the Mayor’s Office for approval to hold
the Civic ANZAC Day Dawn Service and Wreath Laying, an event involving
both temporary road closures, and temporary ‘No Stopping’ restrictions as
detailed in the recommendations above. Details of the event and expected
impact on traffic are attached as Appendix 1 to the report.

4.

At its meeting of 12 August 2008, Council approved a procedure for Council
to follow to comply with the Local Government Act 1974 (Schedule 10)
(LGA) provisions for temporary road closures for events.

5.

Processes have been established to implement these procedures, including
the required communications and consultations prior to any approval of a
closure.

6.

For those events where vehicles remaining on roads are considered to be
inconsiderately parked, it is necessary for Council to also pass a resolution
that, for the duration of the event allows for the legal removal of vehicles at
the direction of the event organiser and administered by Council’s Parking
Enforcement Officers.
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This report has been prepared in accordance with the approved procedures.

Discussion
8. This is an annual event and the proposed closures have been approved in the
past.
9.

Council Officer, acting as Council’s Traffic Engineer, has assessed the
proposed closures with regards to their expected impact on traffic. The
Traffic Engineer has provided a professional opinion as to whether the
resulting impact on traffic is likely to be reasonable or unreasonable:
Civic ANZAC Day Dawn Service and Wreath Laying 2022: The proposed
closures, if implemented in accordance with an approved temporary traffic
management plan and associated conditions are not likely to have an
unreasonable impact on traffic or the network.

10. Any vehicles remaining within the proposed road closures during these
events will be a safety concern and therefore temporary No Stopping
restrictions are required to enable these vehicles to be removed.
11. Where existing parking restrictions are in place, these are to be temporarily
rescinded to facilitate the temporary No Stopping restrictions.
12. Temporary Traffic Management Plans prepared for the event will show how
traffic safety and flow will be managed.
13. The Event Organiser is responsible to follow the Covid - Public & Private
gatherings (Traffic Lights Settings) guidelines https://covid19.govt.nz/traffic-lights/
Options
14. The Committee can:
a.

approve the proposed temporary road closure and the associated ‘no
stopping’ parking restrictions; or

b.

amend and defer all or part of the Committee’s decision to the next
Council, so as to give officers time to assess the proposed amendments
and offer an assessment on the impact to traffic and the network.

15. Officers recommend Option a, as the effects of the event can be effectively
managed through the conditions of the road closure approvals, as proven in
previous years.
Climate Change Impact and Considerations
16. The matters addressed in this report have been considered in accordance
with the process set out in Council’s Climate Change Considerations Guide.
17. The decision will not be affected by a changing climate.
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Consultation
18. The public was notified that Council was to consider the proposed
temporary road closure through a Public Notice advertisement in The Hutt
News on Tuesday 25 January 2022. No correspondence had been received at
the time this draft report was finalized. However, any subsequent
correspondence will be presented at the Committee meeting.
19. Public notice of any decision to close roads will be advertised in The Hutt
News.
Legal Considerations
20. Approval is required from Council, or the Committee, to allow for the
temporary closure of roads and temporary ‘No Stopping’ restrictions. This
will ensure that Council is complying with the requirements of the Local
Government Act 1974 (Schedule 10) for the temporary closure of roads for
events within its jurisdiction.
Financial Considerations
21. For community events, the cost of public notices in The Hutt News is paid
from Council budgets. For commercial events, the cost of the public notices
is passed onto the appropriate event organiser. This is a community event.
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Traffic Impact Report

Proposed Temporary Road Closure:
ANZAC Day (Civic) Ceremonial Events 2022
1.

Description of Event

Council Officers have received a request to temporarily close the following streets for ANZAC Day Civic
Ceremonial Events;
Laings Road, between Myrtle Street and Queens Drive,
Knights Road, between Stevens Grove and Laings Road, and
Queens Drive, between Laings Road and High Street, to vehicular traffic on Monday 25 April 2022
between 05:00am and 11:00am for the Anzac Day Dawn Parade and Wreath laying Ceremony.

2.

Public Notice

The public notice advising that the Council is proposing to consider this closure was published in the
Hutt News on Tuesday 25 January 2022.

3.

Consultation

No objections had been received at the time this report was finalised.

4.

Traffic Impact Assessment

Prior Closures
None of the proposed closures for this event will result in a road being closed for an aggregate of more
than 31 days in any year as set down in Schedule 10, Section 11e of the Local Government Act 1974.
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Traffic Impact
In the opinion of the Council Officer, acting as Council’s Traffic Engineer, the proposed closure, if
implemented according to an approved temporary traffic management plan, is not likely to impede
traffic unreasonably, subject to the conditions listed below.
It is noted that the Council reserves the right to modify this opinion at any time.
In this particular instance there should be very little in the way of wider network effects because the
event is being held on a public holiday (Anzac Day).

5.

Conditions of Closure

Subsequent to approval, the applicant will be notified of the decision, and if approved, required to
adhere to the following conditions;
• The access requirements of residents and business affected by the closures must be taken into
account.
• The event organiser must apply for a Corridor Access Request (CAR) via Submitica
(www.submitica.com) no less than 30 days prior to the event
• The event organiser must provide to Council a compliant Temporary Traffic Management Plan
(TTMP) prepared by a suitably qualified person and be appropriate for both the level of road
and the nature of the closure, no less than 30 days prior to the event.
• All Temporary Traffic Management (TTM) must comply with NZTA’s Code of Practice for
Temporary Traffic Management (CoPTTM) and any conditions set down by Councils’ Corridor
Manager and/or Traffic Management Coordinator (TMC)
• The event organiser must gain both CAR and TTMP Approvals a minimum of 7 days prior to the
scheduled event date to ensure the event can proceed.
• All TTM is to be installed by suitably qualified personnel, under the supervision of a NZTA
qualified Site Traffic Management Supervisor (STMS).
• The closure is restricted to the roads, dates and times as approved by Council.
• The event organiser must have a valid Health and Safety plan which details how emergency
vehicles can gain access to the closure area during the event.
• The event organiser is required to comply with the directions of both the Police and authorised
officers of the Road Controlling Authority (HCC).
• The event organiser is responsible for the management of all work relating to the physical
closure of roads and maintaining both the closure and public safety within the closure area.
• The event organiser is responsible for ensuring closed roads are left in a suitably clean and tidy
state following the completion of the event.
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01 March 2022

Infrastructure and Regulatory
Committee
04 February 2022

File: (22/276)

Report no: IARCC2022/1/38

Proposed Temporary Road Closure Reynolds Bach Drive, Silverstream - Hutt
Valley Motorsport Club Hill Climb 2022
Purpose of Report
1.

The purpose of this report is to seek approval of the Committee, as per the
authorised process, for the temporary closure of roads in Hutt City for the
Hutt Valley Motorsport Clubs – Reynolds Bach Drive Hill Climb 2022.

Recommendations
That the Committee:
(1) notes and receives the report.
(2) notes that the recommendations should not be amended without first
carrying out further consultation with affected parties, and verification from
Council’s Traffic Engineer that the amendment(s) are not likely to cause
unreasonable impact on traffic;
(3) agrees to temporary close the following road, subject to the conditions listed
in the attached Traffic Impact Report attached as Appendix 1 to the report:
Hutt Valley Motorsport Club Hill Climb – 2022: Friday 15 April 2022 (Good
Friday) between the hours of 7:00am to 6:00pm (attached as Appendix 2 to
the report);
Reynolds Bach Drive, Stokes Valley (the section of road between the ‘gates’
to the end of Reynolds Bach Drive); and
(4) agrees to temporarily rescind the existing parking restrictions during the
listed event, and impose a ‘No Stopping’ parking restriction on the following
roads:
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Hutt Valley Motorsport Club Hill Climb – 2022: Friday 15 April 2022 (Good
Friday) between the hours of 7:00am to 6:00pm (attached as Appendix 2 to
the report); and
Reynolds Bach Drive, Stokes Valley (the section of road between the ‘gates’
to the end of Reynolds Bach Drive).
For the reasons that the proposed road closure and parking restrictions are
required to accommodate the annual Hill Climb event held by the Hutt Valley
Motor Sport Club, and that closures for previous year’s events have not solicited
any complaints from the public.
Background
2.

Council receives numerous requests throughout the year for public roads to
be closed for public and private events. In order for the closures to have an
effect, under Schedule 10 of the Local Government Act 1974, Council
approval is required.

3.

Council has received a request from the Hutt Valley Motorsport Club for
approval to hold its annual Hill Climb event, an event involving a temporary
road closure, and temporary ‘No Stopping’ restrictions as detailed in the
recommendations above. Details of the event and expected impact on traffic
are attached as Appendix 1 to the report.

4.

At its meeting of 12 August 2008, Council approved a procedure for Council
to follow to comply with the Local Government Act 1974 (Schedule 10)
(LGA) provisions for temporary road closures for events.

5.

Processes have been established to implement these procedures, including
the required communications and consultations prior to any approval of a
closure.

6.

For those events where vehicles remaining on roads are considered to be
inconsiderately parked, it is necessary for Council to also pass a resolution
that, for the duration of the event allows for the legal removal of vehicles at
the direction of the event organiser and administered by Council’s Parking
Enforcement Officers.

7.

This report has been prepared in accordance with the approved procedures.

Discussion
8. This is an annual event and the proposed closures have been approved in the
past.
9.

Council’s Traffic Engineer has assessed the proposed closures with regards
to their expected impact on traffic. The Traffic Engineer has provided a
professional opinion as to whether the resulting impact on traffic is likely to
be reasonable or unreasonable:
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Hutt Valley Motorsport Club – Hill Climb 2022: The proposed closure, if
implemented in accordance with an approved temporary traffic
management plan and associated conditions is not likely to have an
unreasonable impact on traffic or the wider network given the landfill is not
operational on Good Friday.
10. Any vehicles remaining within the proposed road closure during this event
will be a safety concern and therefore temporary No Stopping restrictions
are required to enable these vehicles to be removed.
11. Where existing parking restrictions are in place, these are to be temporarily
rescinded to facilitate the temporary No Stopping restrictions.
12. Temporary Traffic Management Plans prepared for the event will show how
traffic safety and flow will be managed
Options
13. The Committee can.
a.

approve the proposed temporary road closure and the associated ‘no
stopping’ parking restrictions; or

b.

amend and defer all or part of the Committee’s decision to the next
Council meeting, so as to give officers time to assess the proposed
amendments and offer an assessment on the impact to traffic and the
network.

14. Officers recommend Option a, as the effects of the event can be effectively
managed through the conditions of the road closure approvals, as proven in
previous years.
Climate Change Impact and Considerations
15. The matters addressed in this report have been considered in accordance
with the process set out in Council’s Climate Change Considerations Guide.
16. The decision will not be affected by a changing climate.
Consultation
17. The public was notified that Council was to consider the proposed
temporary road closure through a Public Notice advertisement in The Hutt
News on Tuesday 25 January 2022. No correspondence had been received at
the time this report was finalised. However, any subsequent correspondence
will be presented at the Committee meeting.
18. Public notice of any decision to close roads will be advertised in The Hutt
News.
19. The organiser has approached and gained the support of the local businesses
for this event (including the Landfill and Silverstream Retreat).
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Legal Considerations
20. Approval is required from Council, or the Committee to allow for the
temporary closure of roads and temporary ‘No Stopping At All Times’
restrictions. This will ensure that Council is complying with the
requirements of the Local Government Act 1974 (Schedule 10) for the
temporary closure of roads within its jurisdiction.
Financial Considerations
21. For community events, the cost of public notices in The Hutt News is paid
from Council budgets. For commercial events, the cost of the public notices
is passed onto the appropriate event organiser. This is a commercial event.
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Traffic Engineer

Reviewed By: Bob Hu
Traffic Engineering Manager

Approved By: Jon Kingsbury
Head of Transport
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Traffic Impact Report

Proposed Temporary Road Closure:
Hutt Valley Motorsport Club Hill Climb – Reynolds Bach
Drive - 2022
1.

Description of Event

Council Officers have received a request from Neil Rush (Secretary) of the Hutt Valley Motorsport Club
(Inc), to temporarily close Reynolds Bach Drive, Silverstream on Friday 15 April 2022 (Good Friday)
between the hours of 7am to 6pm for the annual HVMC (Members Club Day) Hill Climb 2022.
The club has run the hill climb event for members and invitees and coincides with the Silverstream
Landfill being closed.

2.

Public Notice

The public notice advising that the Council is proposing to consider this closure was published in the
Hutt News on Tuesday 25 January 2022.
This notice complies with the requirements set down in both the Transport (Vehicular Traffic Road
Closure) Regulations 19651, and the Local Government Act 19742

3.

Consultation

1

S4. Notice of intention to close road to be advertised: ‘At least 42 days before the proposed period of closure of
any road, the controlling authority shall give public notice ……… in at least 1 newspaper circulating in the locality in
which the road is situated of its intention to close the road to ordinary vehicular traffic, with details of the purpose
of the closure, the period or periods of closure’
2
Schedule 10, 11A: ‘The council shall give public notice of its intention to consider closing any road or part of a
road under clause 11(e); and shall give public notice of any decision to close any road or part of a road under that
provision’
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No objections had been received at the time this report was finalised.
Consent has been obtained from all of the residents and businesses located on Reynolds Bach Drive.
At the time of the preparation of this report, no objections had been received in response to the public
proposal notice.

4.

Traffic Impact Assessment

Prior Closures
The proposed closure for this event will not result in Reynolds Bach Drive being closed for an aggregate
of more than 31 days in any year as set down in Schedule 10, Section 11e of the Local Government Act
19743.

Traffic Impact
In the opinion of the Council Officer, acting as Council’s Traffic Engineer, the proposed closure, if
implemented according to an approved temporary traffic management plan, is not likely to impede
traffic unreasonably, subject to the conditions listed below.
It is noted that the Council reserves the right to modify this opinion at any time.
In this particular instance there should be very little in the way of wider network effects because the
event is being held on a public holiday (Anzac Day).

5.

Conditions of Closure

Subsequent to approval, the applicant will be notified of the decision, and if approved, required to
adhere to the following conditions;
• The access requirements of residents and business affected by the closures must be taken into
account.
• The event organiser must apply for a Corridor Access Request (CAR) via Submitica
(www.submitica.com) no less than 30 days prior to the event
• The event organiser must provide to Council a compliant Temporary Traffic Management Plan
(TTMP) prepared by a suitably qualified person and be appropriate for both the level of road
and the nature of the closure, no less than 30 days prior to the event.
• All Temporary Traffic Management (TTM) must comply with NZTA’s Code of Practice for
Temporary Traffic Management (CoPTTM) and any conditions set down by Councils’ Corridor
Manager and/or Traffic Management Coordinator (TMC)
• The event organiser must gain both CAR and TTMP Approvals a minimum of 7 days prior to the
scheduled event date to ensure the event can proceed.

3

Schedule 10, 11(e): ‘for a period or periods not exceeding in the aggregate 31 days in any year for any exhibition,
fair, show, market, concert, film-making, race or other sporting event, or public function’
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All TTM is to be installed by suitably qualified personnel, under the supervision of a NZTA
qualified Site Traffic Management Supervisor (STMS).
The closure is restricted to the roads, dates and times as approved by Council.
The event organiser must have a valid Health and Safety plan which details how emergency
vehicles can gain access to the closure area during the event.
The event organiser is required to comply with the directions of both the Police and authorised
officers of the Road Controlling Authority (HCC).
The event organiser is responsible for the management of all work relating to the physical
closure of roads and maintaining both the closure and public safety within the closure area.
The event organiser is responsible for ensuring closed roads are left in a suitably clean and tidy
state following the completion of the event.
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File: (22/314)

Report no: IARCC2022/1/39

Three Waters Update
Purpose of Report
1.

This report provides an update on Three Waters activities including the
capital works programme and specific operating work programmes of
interest.

Recommendation
That the Committee receives the report and notes its contents.
Background
2.

Wellington Water Limited (WWL) provides Council with regular updates on
capital and operating projects and programmes currently funded. These are
summarised in the following paragraphs.

2021/22 Capex Programme
3. The total programmed budget for 2021/22 for the three waters is $39.4M
including carry-overs. At the Council briefing on 18 August 2021, WWL
indicated that it would be aiming to deliver the capital works programme
across the region on a stepped-up basis over the next three years, noting that
investment in three waters infrastructure by Councils across the region had
increased significantly. WWL has planned to increase resources on a
graduated basis and review delivery processes to help meet this challenge.
4.

The actual year to date result (to 31 January 2022), is 20% below budget with
a total actual spend of $9.4M against a budget of $11.7M. The brief COVID
lockdown period experienced in August had an impact on the programme
with all physical works ceasing during that period.
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5.

At the end of January 2022, WWL has forecast an underspend for the year of
$11.2M, with a total forecast spend of $28.2M. This is now at the lowest end
of the predicted spend range of $28M-$34M, following a review of risks and
mitigations to the programme. This is a decrease of $1.5M from the
December forecast, reflecting a decrease in confidence based on risks and the
current progress of the work programme.

6.

Approximately 80% of the underspend is in the drinking water renewals
programme with a forecast year-end spend of $4.1M against a budget of
$13M ($8.9M variance). The renewals will occur in Wainuiomata and Naenae
with contracts awarded but construction due to start later than originally
planned.

7.

The biggest ongoing risk to the capital works programme through to the end
of this financial year is COVID. The COVID Protection Framework that is
now in place enables WWL to manage projects on a risk basis. Even with
this in place we are likely to see project sites having to close temporarily
where contract staff have been exposed to the virus.

8.

While the capital works programme budget for this year is backloaded (with
most works programmed to occur in the last five months of the financial
year), WWL is working on years two and three of the programme to ensure
works are more evenly spread across those years to achieve the full threeyear programme. Key to achieving this are the catchment renewal
programmes for Epuni, Avalon and Wainuiomata.

Critical Assets Assessments
9.

The pumpstations are 95% complete with the balance being a few selected
switchboards that need to be assessed.

10. Assessments of all the reservoirs are complete including the 1 buried
reservoir.
11. Inspection and assessment of the pipes are progressing steadily with about
80% of the pipes that were scheduled for inspection having been completed
(note this schedule is about ½ the number of kms of pipes that have been
desktop assessed and is focused on the high-risk pipes) and data collection
in various stages of completion.
12. Challenges with the pressure pipes means alternative technologies are now
being worked through. The result is pressure pipes will be
underrepresented in the physical based assessments so there will be more
reliance on desktop assessments.
13. Site works for scheduled pipe inspections are programmed for completion in
March/April with data interpretation and finalised condition assessment
remaining this financial year.
14. The revised assessments based on physical pipe inspections are generally
confirming the desktop-based inspection completed last year, with no major
issues being identified.
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In terms of the results so far:
a. About 40% of the HCC pumpstations are assessed to have some
assets in a poor or very poor condition (unchanged).
b. While it varies by water about 15% of the Very High Critical Asset
(VHCA) pipes are assessed to be in a poor or very poor condition
– at this point this is largely based on desktop condition
assessments.
c. About 15% of the HCC reservoirs are assessed to be in a poor
structural condition (status unchanged) – in addition individual
aspects of many reservoirs need attention to address
contamination and health and safety risks. Some good news here
is roof sealing works on 11 HCC reservoirs have been completed
to address some of these contamination risk issues.

16. The results of the condition assessments will be fed into future work
programmes.
Knowing Your Pipes
17. In the Black Creek area 71 private property inspections have been
undertaken. Of these WWL has identified 44 faults of varying severity. These
are being assessed and some are likely to require repair work to be carried
out. WWL is looking at the possibility of packaging together these faults for
a single renewal/repair contract. This will require cooperation/agreement
from landowners.
18. WWL has also identified 29 faults within the public network, some of these
are an extension of the issues identified within private property. These
issues are being assessed and will likely be included in the proposed single
renewal/repair contract.
19. To date one repair letter has been issued and the fault has subsequently been
repaired. A further five letters requiring repair are ready to be issued, with
others addressing the balance of the 44 faults to follow.
20. WWL has detected high readings in the Fitzherbert Road catchment area and
is re-sampling to consider including this area in the project.
21. WWL has also detected high readings in the upper Waiwhetu catchment and
the Taita/Avalon area and is working to develop new plans for these two
areas. The investigation areas are being narrowed down by smoke testing
the networks.
Bulk Water Consumption
22. Hutt City’s bulk water consumption, as at 2 February 2022, was up by
around 2.2% over the same period for the previous year, increasing from
12,780 megalitres to 13,062 megalitres. The following graph shows
consumption tracking over the past 12 months against the previous year. The
graph shows that the increase in use has largely occurred in the
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December/January period. Despite the increase in use, as a percentage of
regional use, Hutt City is tracking slightly below where it was 12 months ago
(26.0% versus 26.2%). This can be seen in the second bar graph. Budget wise
this translates into a projected $80k favourable variance.

Climate Change Impact and Considerations
23. This report focuses on the current WWL capital work programme for which
council has previously made decisions as part of consideration of the Long
Term Plan on Climate Change considerations. These programmes focus on
ensuring the efficiency of our critical resources, which aids in community
resilience and reduces waste of resources.
Financial Considerations
24. The Capex budget is likely to be underspent at year end in line with WWL
advice.
Appendices
There are no appendices for this report.
Author: Bruce Hodgins
Strategic Advisor
Approved By: Helen Oram
Director Environment and Sustainability
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Infrastructure and Regulatory
Committee
02 February 2022

File: (22/212)

Report no: IARCC2022/1/40

Regulatory Matters
Purpose of Report
1.

To provide the Committee with an update of regulatory matters arising from
the work of the Environment and Sustainability Group.

Recommendation
That the Committee receives and notes the information.
Background
2. The report covers the regulatory activities associated with the teams in the
Environment and Sustainability Group. In particular, the Regulatory Services
and Resource Consents teams.
3. Relevant consents data is attached as Appendix 1 to the report.
4. The Regulatory Services team process applications under the Food Act, the
Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act and the Building Act (building consents,
liquor and food licenses and District Licensing reports), trade waste
applications, bylaws, animal services, and parking services.
5. The Resource Consents team processes consent applications under the
Resource Management Act.
6. Environmental Health services are provided for Upper Hutt as well as Lower
Hutt.
7. Animal Services are provided for Wellington as well as Lower Hutt.
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Resource Consents Team
8.

We have had a record year for resource consents in 2021 with 650
applications received. This is compared to 475 (2020), 450 (2019). The
previous highest number of applications was during remissions year where
we received 530 by 31 December 2018. In 2021 356 resource consents were
issued compared to 326 in 2020.

9.

In November we issued 32 consents and received 26 consents. In December
we issued 41 resource consents and received 43 resource consents. In January
we issued 20 and received 26.

10. As identified above there are currently record numbers of applications
which Council has received which has caused delays in processing. We also
have staff shortages in the planning area and engineering area compounding
these issues. We are currently carrying four vacancies for resource consent
planners. Despite using planning contractors to process resource consent
applications alongside our own staff, we are unable to keep up with
processing the number of applications within statutory timeframes. Anna
Martin started on 8th February as our Resource Consents and Compliance
Manager and are actively recruiting for the other vacancies.
11. Resource consents over statutory timeframes: of the resource consent
applications for the three month period November- January issued above the
statutory 20 working days totalled 55, representing around 48% of issued
resource consents. We are managing customer expectations through our
acknowledgements, the website and other correspondence.
12. Riverlink: The independent consultant planner assessing the applications
for designations and resource consent on behalf of HCC issued a report on
22 November 2021. The report recommended to the Environment Court that
the resource consent and designations be approved subject to amended
conditions of consent. Currently mediation is underway between the
applicant and those submitters who have chosen to become a party to
Environment Court proceedings. A court date has been scheduled for the
4th until the 8th of April 2022.
13. Silverstream Pipeline Bridge: The Silverstream Pipeline Replacement
project proposes to replace an existing section of the ‘Te Mārua to Karori’
pipeline (known as the Kaitoke Main) at Silverstream which, under normal
conditions, supplies 100% of Porirua City’s and 40% of Wellington City’s
potable water supply. The resource consent for this project was publicly
notified. Submissions closed on 2 December 2021.
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Notable resource consents lodged:
•

17 Britannia Street, Petone (50 units)

•

20-22 Raukawa Street, Stokes Valley (40 units)

•

33-34 Raukawa Street (33 units)

•

15-17 Awamutu Grove (14 units)

•

44 Dover Road (20 units)

•

33-35 Bush Street (15 units)

•

147-149 Reynolds Street (14 units)

•

1 Rainey Grove/ 1100 High Street (15 Units)

•

22 Pearce Crescent (15 units)

•

92 Cambridge Terrace, Waterloo (16 units)

•

20 Fitzherbert Street, Wainuiomata (10 units)

•

19-25 Seaview Road, Seaview (1st stage of business park – stage 1 is for 40
units)

Upcoming resource consent hearings:
•

70 Maungaraki Road – 13 lot subdivision and dwellings

Recently granted resource consents:
•

4 Ferry Road, Days Bay (10 dwellings)

•

6 Johnston Grove, Taita (22 units)

•

41 Main Road, Wainuiomata (11 units)

•

246 Wise Street, Wainuiomata (41 dwellings)

•

14 Fitzherbert Road, Wainuiomata (9 dwellings)

•

205 Jackson Street, Petone (additions to heritage building)

•

22 Fitzherbert Road, Wainuiomata (18 units)

•

124 Richmond Street, Petone (subdivision of the Imperial Tobacco
Development)
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RMA compliance updates
Wainuiomata Cleanfill
14. All the latest compliance related information is now available online here
http://www.huttcity.govt.nz/Services/Rubbish-and-recycling/cleanfill/
15. No complaints relating to the cleanfill have been received for November,
December or January 2022.
16. Notification has been received that the cleanfill is closing on the 28th of
February. They will not be accepting any more hard fill and only topsoil will
be accepted to complete the contouring and landscaping in winter.

Building Consents
17. There were 431 building consent applications received in the second quarter
of the financial year. The total value of work in the applications received
was $208M, reflecting an increase of 82% for the same period last year.
18. The table below shows the comparison between the number of building
consents received and the total value of work over the last three years for the
same period.
Year

No. of Consents
Received

Total Value of Work

October, November
December 2021

431

$208,717,237.98

October, November
December 2020

423

$114,079,223.52

October, November
December 2019

457

$139,090,675.63

19. There continues to be high demand for building consents for multi-unit
residential developments across the City and this is expected to continue as
RMA changes will allow for more intensified development without the need
for a resource consent. These changes will come into effect in August 2022.
20. The competitive job market and demand for skilled building offers continues
to be a challenge, we are currently recruiting for six vacancies in the building
team. We are managing the high workload with assistance from external
consultants, whose availability is also being stretched and as a result our
statutory timeframes have suffered. We are continually liaising with
stakeholders and communicating messages about timeframes on our
website.

21. The digital consenting project will see efficiencies gained in the processing
and inspections space is progressing towards confirming requirements with
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the preferred vendor. The project plan is running to schedule, and we are
expecting to have a new computer system to be up and running by July 2022.
22. The building team had its IANZ routine reassessment in February, which
was done online due to covid restrictions. The assessment looked at our
documented policy and procedures and performance of the building consent
authority against the procedures and regulations. IANZ raised some areas of
non-compliance and given the standard three months period to address
them.
23. There are proposed changes to the Building Act for Modular Component
Manufacturers (prefabricated construction) as current building consenting
processes are best suited to traditional construction methods and can present
barriers, duplication and delays for more innovated products and methods.
Some of the benefits will be, shorter and more efficient consenting for
certified manufacturers, with fewer inspections needed and confidence for
Building Consent Authorities that certified manufacturers construction is
compliant with the Building Code. Building owners may benefit from more
building choices and reduced time, costs, and assurance of quality
construction in a controlled environment.
Notable Building Consents Received
•

155 Waterloo Road - seismic strengthening of old fire station and
conversion to apartments

•

69 Gracefield Road - Callaghan Innovation, GIQ Library Building seismic strengthening of building, internal fit out, $14.5M

•

Avalon Tower – Stage 1 - seismic upgrade of Avalon Tower, $2.5M

•

4-8 Ferry Road - 10 New townhouses arranged in three blocks, $2.0M

•

41 Main Rd Wainuiomata - multi-unit dwelling with attached garages,
$776K

•

43 Main Rd Wainuiomata - multi-unit dwelling with one attached garage,
$750K

•

24 Fitzherbert Rd Wainuiomata - Stage 4, multi-residential dwelling - 5
Townhouses, $1.4M

•

12 Rainey Gr, Taita - 6 blocks of multi-residential dwellings - 35
Townhouses (20 x 1 bedroom, 15 x 2 bedroom), $5.9M
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Building Quality Assurance Team
Inspections of residential pools
24. We are finalising the first round of pool inspections under the Building Act
2004 and undertaking planning to the start the second round of inspections.
We are currently undertaking a stocktake of pools in Lower Hutt with
assistance from our GIS team. We are liaising with large multiple property
owners such as Kainga Ora to resolve any pool issues at their properties.
Earthquake Prone Building work
25. We are about to start issuing the next group of letters advising building
owners where their buildings meet the MBIE profile categories that their
buildings are potentially earthquake prone.
26. The owners of these properties will have 12 months to provide information
to Council for consideration regarding this matter before Council officers
will make decisions on the earthquake prone status of their building.
Environmental Health Team
Alcohol Licensing
27.

The immediate modification order, (which extends the timeframes within
which agencies must report on all applications), expires on the 29th
February 2022. There has been no indication that this will be extended
further at this stage. The order has so far not impacted on the ability of the
DLC to grant and issue licences, as reports have continued to be received
from the agencies.

28.

A hearing has been set down at the Alcohol Regulatory and Licensing
Authority to hear an appeal against a Lower Hutt DLC decision, which
declined a manager’s certificate application. The application was declined
by the DLC due to opposition from police.

Food
29. The Quality Management System (QMS) for food verification is due to be
audited in February 2022, it is likely that the audit will be conducted online
due to covid restrictions.
30. There are currently 88 verifications that are overdue in Lower Hutt, up from
60 as last reported. This is primarily due to the period during the covid
lockdown, when verifications were unable to be carried out.
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31. The food verification system incentivises good operators by reducing their
verification frequency, which also reduces their financial expenses. The
number of operators at each step are as follows.

Verification Frequency

Number of Operators

Step 1 (3 Months)

16

Step 2 (6 Months)

25

Step 3 (9 Months)

142

Step 4 (12 Months)

376

Step 5 (18 Months)

405

Step 6 (2 Years)

158

Step 7 (3 Years)

40

Step 8 (no further verifications)

19

Litter
32. Illegal dumping has decreased slightly recently. However, with the holiday
period there has been a large spike in illegal dumping and issues with
recycling being left on the berm due to residents not having the space in
their bins. Dumping in general still consists mostly of larger items that won’t
fit into bins. Unfortunately, there is little evidence of the offender being
found, and therefore infringement fines are unable to be issued.
33. Hebden Crescent has experienced an increased amount of dumping
recently. Often this area gets dumping of large loads such as aggregate, soil
and green waste. The Coast Road glass bin site still experiences periodic
dumping and generally has glass bottles sitting next to the bin. Over the
holiday period the bin space/emptying frequency does not appear to have
been sufficient to cope with the extra volume. The Hutt Riverbank has
experienced regular dumping, often these are not reported by public but
found by monitoring of the sites.
34. Due to the great weather and increased visitation at Petone beach, groups
have seen an increase in general litter. The regular community groups have
been doing their clean-ups consistently and Council’s Environmental
Investigations Officer has been involved with some larger annual clean-ups
with Kiwi Rail and other community groups. Te Papa staff did a clean-up
recently for the first time at Petone beach and are keen to organise a regular
annual event.
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Trade Waste
35. The Inflow Project (stormwater entering sewer) in Maungaraki, mentioned in
the previous report is close to commencing. A Traffic Management Plan has
been approved and work is expected to start soon.
Parking Services
36. During November, December 2021 and January 2022, the Parking Team
issued a total of 6,506 infringements, at an average of 2,168 a month and $101
per ticket.
37. The warmer weather has seen an increase of vehicle congestion and illegal
parking at our beaches, particularly Days Bay. To manage the safety risks we
have increased patrols and enforcement in these areas and are taking the
opportunity to educate motorists of the hazards of illegal parking. We have
engaged with our communications team to post key messages through our
social media channels. Given the comments on social media, we know these
have attracted some community interest.
Animal Services
38. We currently have 10,617 registered dogs in Lower Hutt and staff are
working steadily to follow up on the remaining 596 unregistered dogs.
Penalties for any dog not registered is a $300 infringement fine and/or
seizure of the dog.
39. There has been a big uptake from dog owners on the offer of a payment plan
over four weeks. Providing this alternative has allowed those facing financial
difficulties a means to have their dogs registered that they didn’t have
previously.
40. We have successfully recruited two new animal control officers who
replaced positions that were vacated by staff departures. They are currently
undergoing training of Senior Animal control officers. We also successfully
recruited a new Administration Team Leader.
Climate Change Impact and Considerations
41. Work is happening to ensure the next round of dog registration letters and
invoices are sent to owners via email rather than on paper through the mail,
which has traditionally been the case.
42. As part of our business plan, we have committed to review any vehicles that
come up for renewal in the Regulatory Services department, preference for
electric vehicles is always considered as a priority.
Consultation
43. Not applicable.
Legal Considerations
44. Not applicable.
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Financial Considerations
45. Any costs associated with delivering the activities covered in this report are
met by available budget.
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That the report be noted and received.
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